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Herb Ross will be eight years old
the rest of his life.

Unless he is
the
retarded kids lucky
enough
get special education, Herbie will
be a kid all his days. For the luckier ones —the
ones who can get special education—prospects
are getting brighter:
Recently, at a special school on Long Island, 37
retarded children graduated from high school.
Most
them will go of
on to live normal lives in
the community. Most will hold down good jobs
and never be identified as retarded again.
Recently the White House was supplied with its
engraved formal glassware. Glassware made
by retarded workers.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol5/iss3/9
of few
are

So science, skill, sweat and a lot
love
beginning to make a difference.
Still, there are problems. Not enough facili
ties. Nor enough trained people
man those
facilities.
Yes, there are still some kids who aren’t helped
soon enough. Or can’t be helped at all.
now, anyway. But we will get to them tomorrow.
We will.
For more information, write for a free booklet.
Address The President’s Committee on Mental
Retardation, Washington, D.C. 20201.
advertising contributed for the public good
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This Modular Accounting Machine
speaks your language!
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]

In plain English it's powerful in per
formance and savings. This new NCR
“C36” can be matched to your busi
ness today. It can help you grow. It
can grow with you. Its modularity
makes it uniquely new and different.
Its capacity to handle a large variety
of processing procedures can be ex
panded right in your office.
Helps you simplify and automate your
accounting records. Keeps them in
balance from day to day. Eliminates
monthly and fiscal closing scrambles.
Provides you with significant manage
ment reports in plenty of time for

you to make confident, accurate deci
sions concerning the future of your
organization.
The cost is really low, too! Total
investment as little as $4,500. In
stalled and operating. You’ll quickly
discover that the time and money it
saves can return your investment in
very short order.
Ask your NCR Representative to give
you all the facts about the new NCR
“C36” System. Or, simply write NCR,
Dayton for the details in a free illus
trated booklet. Use the coupon for
fast response.
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Louis Fried • Executive Controls

p. 17

Many firms today, too large for direct, personal super
vision by the top man, too small to justify a control
staff, must depend on some kind of control plan. But
this means that managers must define precisely the

controls they want. Here are listed the five major func
tions contributing to effective control, and sugges
tions as to how they may be integrated into an
effective control system.

Edward S. Corwin • Attacking a Special Problem in Accounts Receivable
Here’s the story of how one CPA
devised an
entirely new billing system for its client, a retail store
using a passbook system of recording installment pay
ments. Under the new revolving credit plan, collec

tions have improved, and much of the work has been
transferred to a service bureau. Delinquent statements
are selected automatically for referral to credit. More
over, incipient delinquents are also signalled out.

Michael R. Tyran • Computerized Control of Travel Expenses
Travel expense is one item not closely controlled in
many companies because it tends to get lost in other
broader expense categories. But it can mount up for

p. 27

p. 32

the company as a whole. This is the story of one com
pany that keeps track of
costs by computer for
each organizational unit.
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W. N. Smith and J.

and controls

McCreight • Analysis of Competitive Bids

Large companies—and particularly government agen
cies—must get competitive bids for each item they
purchase. Yet with inventories running into the
thousands
units, lead time may become exorbitant.
One solution is to get bids for classes of products

p. 40

rather than for individual products. But there comes
a point where a slight savings in material costs may
be offset by a rise in purchasing cost. Here’s what one
major company has done to ensure maximum savings
in its purchasing activities.

Benny R. Copeland • Statistical Decision Theory
Decision making—so long and so often done by an
almost intuitive process—is still more of an art than a
science. But at least some aspects of it have proved

Robert M. Smith

45
susceptible to scientific methods. This article describes
one such decision-making algorithm and the situations
where it can be used.

Better Patient Care — Through Electronics

A pioneer in applying electronic computers to the
improvement of patient care, Boston Children’s Hos
pital now has its second application working—a rou-

p. 52

tine for outpatient visits that gives many clinic patients
their first experience with some of the advantages
having a private doctor.

DEPARTMENTS

People, events, techniques

p.
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Sometimes,
Madge will
surprise you.

Madge has her mind set on a new set of drapes.

And it could mean "curtains” for you. It’s surprising
how many people are surprised like that every year.
Don’t
Wherever, whenever you drive . . . drive de

Surprise!

fensively. Watch out for the other guy, or gal.

Watch Out for the Other Guy.

Published to save lives in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the National Safety Council.
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people, events, techniques
NCR’s Introduction of New Century Series of Computers
Represents Its First Attempt

National Cash Register Company
has made a bid to become a major
factor
the computer market with
the introduction of a new family
data processing systems called
the Century Series.
The series, when complete, will
constitute a full family of compat
ible systems designed to meet the
data processing needs of users
ranging from first-timers to the
highly advanced. Initially NCR is
releasing two lines of the family—
the Century 100, with up to 32,000character memory and rental be
ginning at $2,250 a month, and the
Century 200, with a memory capac
ity of up to 524,000 characters and
a minimum rental of $3,950 a
month. Deliveries of the 100 are
scheduled to begin in September;
of the 200, next February. Basic
software, NCR says, will be ready
for customer use well in advance
the first deliveries.
More powerful multiprocessing
and time sharing models, which
will put NCR in a sector of the
computer market in which it is not
Published by eGrove, 1968
May-June, 1968

Span Full Range of Market

active now, are scheduled for fu
ture release. All models, even, the
smallest, have on line-real time
capabilities.

Design features
Design advances incorporated in
the Century Series include ultrahigh-speed thin-film memories,
monolithic integrated circuitry,
new uses of disk memory, and
automated production techniques.
These features, according to NCR
will provide favorable cost-per
formance ratios.
The thin-film “rod” memory, de
veloped by NCR and used in some
of
earlier computers (see news
story M/S September-October ’64,
p. 11) operates at a cycle time
800 billionths of a second. It is,
NCR, the most advanced
memory in use in any commercial
computer in
price range.
In addition to providing fast
access (42-millisecond), high-ca
pacity data storage, the memory
disks are used for storage of oper

ating software. This frees the more
expensive main memory for other
uses.
Monolithic integrated circuits,
mounted in standardized cards, are
used in peripheral units as well
as the main processors. Only 120
different types of cards are used,
and 6 of them make up 80 per cent
of the logic circuitry. This simplic
ity
circuitry design reduces pro
duction costs and simplifies serv
icing.
Within a week after introduction
of the new series, NCR announced,
it received more than 250 orders
with a total sales value
about
$35 million. One of these, from
the Cincinnati (Ohio) province
the Sisters of Mercy, was for a
Century 200 that will serve a dozen
hospitals, almost a hundred schools,
and various other institutions on a
shared - time basis. Applications
eventually will include all patient
accounting, supply inventories,
property records, and maintenance
schedules as well as medical audit
ing, budgetary accounting, class
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detail
to enable
them
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
5 [1968],
No. 3, Art.
9 to evaluate
operations.
Another, more general complaint,
was that reports were not well de
signed for planning and control
purposes. Accounting reports, these
executives said, provide an abund
ance of standard historical data but
are not tailored to operating needs.

Long-Range Planning
Getting

Formal

But Less Complicated
These hairlike metal rods, each one-tenth inch long, are the heart of
National Cash Register Company's thin-film "rod" memory, used in its new
Century Series of computers. The rod, which replace conventional mag
netic cores, store and release information at speeds of billionths of a second.

scheduling, and programed learn
ing.
Other new computers introduced
recently include two from IBM
expanding its System/360 line at
both ends. IBM has added an ultrahigh-performance Model 85, the

most powerful computer now
offered by the company, with
monthly rentals ranging from
$96,000 to $220,000, and a new
version of the Model 20 whose
minimum rental of $1,359 makes it
IBM’s lowest-priced computer.

Management Reports Found Generally Satisfactory

To Executives—But They Have Some Complaints
Management accountants in in
dustry are doing a pretty good job
of giving management the infor
mation it needs, a recent National
Industrial Conference Board survey
of business opinion indicates. But
there are specific complaints about
timeliness, clarity, and detail.
Executives of 148 manufacturing
companies were surveyed in the
study, reported in the December
issue of The Conference Board Rec
ord. Most of them said they were
generally satisfied with the internal
accounting reports they got on the
financial condition and operating
results of their organizations.
About a fifth of them, however,
felt that improvements could and
should be made. Lack of timeliness
was the most frequently voiced
criticism. The intervals between
monthly closings and delivery of
reports for the month’s operations

ranged from three to thirty days in
the companies surveyed; in most
cases they were less than ten work
ing days. Even so, a number of ex
ecutives would like to get reports
more promptly so that they could
take corrective action more quickly.

Urge more clarity
Lack of clarity of reports was an
other common complaint. The prin
cipal point made was that key items
of information were not always
readily apparent because they
tended to become buried in the
mass of data presented to manage
ment.
A number of executives were
dissatisfied with the degree of de
tail in the reports they got. But
there was no unanimity; some
found reports too detailed while
others claimed there wasn’t enough

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol5/iss3/9
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Long-range planning in major
corporations is becoming more for
mal but less complicated, Harold
W. Henry, associate professor of
industrial management at the Uni
versity of Tennessee, reports in a
study of long-range planning prac
tices in 45 industrial companies.
Adoption of a systematic ap
proach to planning for future years
has been a major trend in the
1960’s, at least among large com
panies. Most of the companies cov
ered in the study, a group that in
cludes many of the nation’s largest
corporations, have formalized their
"strategic” planning only in the last
few years.
Thus, it is not surprising that the
trend is still toward more and more
spelling out of written procedures,
assignments, and schedules. Plan
ning responsibilities and channels
of information flow are being spe
cified more clearly; the timing and
sequence of planning activities are
becoming more rigid; and proced
ures for reviewing, approving, and
executing plans are becoming more
consistent.

Trying to reduce detail
Yet, paradoxically, many com
panies are seeking ways to simplify
their long-range plans to include
only the most vital information.
Several companies have reduced
the future time span for which
financial projections and plans are
made and have sharply reduced the
amount of detail required. Thus,

Management Services
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planning instructions are
becom Services,
: Management
Vol. 5, No.
3, May-June
1968 [whole
issue]Burgeons;
Computer
Time
Sharing
Service
ing less complex, and strict account
New Networks Formed; Old Ones Expand
ing rules are being relaxed.
Other trends reported by Dr.
Henry in his recently published
book, Long-Range Planning Prac
The business of offering the use
Sperry Rand Corporation’s UNI
tices in 45 Industrial Companies
of a computer on a time shared
Division also is planning a
(Prentice-Hall, Inc.), include the
basis—with multiple users sharing a
following:
major expansion of its nationwide
central computer via remote com
network of data processing facili
munications lines—is growing by
ties. According to UNIVAC market

Other trends
leaps and bounds. Existing time
ing vice president George E.
VAC
sharing groups are expanding their
Vosatka, the result will be “a com
There has been a shift away from
operations, and new ones are get
munications-oriented, system which
emphasis on traditional capital bud
ting into the act.
geting and planning for functional
will overcome the user’s concern
A brand new data processing net
for where the computers are located
areas to broader business planning
work serving subscribers in the
... structured and integrated in a
for products, markets, profits, and
investments over extended time pe
Upper Midwest and California via
manner that classifies it as the first
riods. Integrated planning for the
telephone and teletype communica
true national computing complex.”
tions links is expected to begin fullcorporation
a whole rather than
The network will include largescale operation this spring. It is run
for divisions or subdivisions is being
scale UNIVAC 1108 and 418 sys
by Computer Time Sharing, Inc.
stressed, and divisions are being
tems in computing centers and a
(CTS), a Minneapolis outfit set up
UNIVAC 9300 system in each
given less autonomy in their plan
ning.
by six veterans of Control Data
branch service center. Card proces
Corporation, Honeywell, UNIVAC,
sors and communication terminals
There is a growing tendency to
will communicate with the com
integrate short- and long-term
General Mills, the University of
puters from both branch and cus
planning so that budgets grow out
Minnesota, and Scientific Data
of the longer-range plans.
tomer offices. Services to be pro
Systems who were associated with
early developments in time sharing.
vided include designing, program
Operations research techniques
and computers are being utilized
ing, and processing specific data
The CTS system, its executives
processing applications for custom
in long-range planning for eco
claim, will operate two to five times
ers and designing, installing, and
nomic and sales forecasting; facility
fast
other time sharing ser
managing
complete information ser
vices.
Storing
1
billion
characters
planning and plant location; profit
vices to clients as well
making
ability analysis of alternative pro
of data, it is designed to serve a
computing facilities available.
duction, transportation, and market
total of 500 customers, processing
technique UNIVAC calls fa
ing plans; and analysis of alterna
data for many as 100 users simul
cility sharing—utilizing a terminal
tive investment opportunities. At
taneously. The central processor is
access system called DIRECTOR—
least one company is even trying to
a Control Data 3300 computer.
will make the entire system exclu
develop a simulation model that
sively available to each customer
would include all the major vari
Western network expanding
for small increments of time “with
ables that influence performance.
Many companies are discarding
An existing time sharing service,
out the overhead problems usually
creed-type objectives in favor of an
associated with time sharing.”
Computer Sciences Corporation,
The service will be run by a new
attempt to formulate meaningful,
has announced a major expansion
concrete corporate objectives as a
of the network it operates in the
information services division, a re
foundation for planning.
structuring of UNIVAC’s old data
Northwest and in western Canada.
processing centers division. UNI
The company provides remote com
VAC now operates large-scale com
puting service, known Remotran,
Correction
puting facilities in Mineola, N. Y.,
to 150 companies in that area. Its
Through proofreading error, the
and Phoenix, Arizona. Three new
main computer is based at Rich
land, Wash.
name of Reginald L. Jones, co
418/1108 systems will be installed
this year.
author of “Better Management Con
Now CSC is installing a new
trol in the Professional Office” in
UNIVAC 1108 computer at the
Meanwhile, France got its first
the March-April issue of Manage
Calgary, Alberta, facility of its
commercial computer time sharing
ment Services, was given incor
Canadian affiliate, Computer Sci
service with the inauguration of a
ences Canada, Ltd. The new ma
rectly in the biography that ac
network linking customers by
chine, which will serve western
companied the article. The name
standard telephone lines with a GECanada, will be linked to the Rich
appeared correctly in the byline of
265 computer operated by Bullthe story.
land computer.
General Electric at its Paris head
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for No.
upper
executives,
how
quarters. More
than fifteen
custom
companies
surveyed
paidand
bonuses,
Management
Services:
AMagazine
of Planning,
Systems,
Controls, Vol.Even
5 [1968],
3, Art.
9
ever, company size had a greater
ers were signed up as regular users
and the total compensation of chief
influence on salary scales than
executives, top financial executives,
before the system began operating;
industry. The larger the company
controllers, and treasurers in those
they include, in addition to those in
the larger the gap between the
the Paris area, organizations in
companies was 23 per cent to 39
salary of the chief executive and
per cent higher than that of the
Grenoble, 250 miles away, and
the salaries of the senior financial
same executives in companies pay
Lille.
executives. In companies with sales
ing salary only.
De La Rue Bull Machines, Ltd.,
volumes of less than $5 million, top
GE’s computer affiliate in England,
financial executives averaged 62
inaugurated Europe’s first commer
Company size significant
per cent of the chief executive’s
cial time sharing computer center
salary; controllers, 41 per cent; and
Compensation among individual
last summer. (See news story M/S
treasurers, 40 per cent. In compa
companies varied widely, depend
November-December ’67, p. 13.)
nies with annual sales of more than
ing on company size and, in the
$300 million these relationships
case of officer-level executives, on
dropped to 43 per cent, 24 per cent,
the industry. The highest-paying
and 27 per cent, respectively.
industries in the survey were trans
Pay of Accounting,
The highest-paid of the senior
portation equipment, fabricated
financial executives were those des
metal products, textile and apparel,
Financial Executives
ignated in the survey as top
and petroleum and chemical. The
financial executives; their average
lowest-paying
were
construction,
Continues Its Rise
base salaries ranged from $16,000
wholesale trade, basic materials,
a year in the smallest companies
The pay of financial and ac
retail sales, and transportation and
to nearly $60,000 in the largest.
counting executives has continued
communication.
to increase steadily—and at a faster
Average Compensation Scale
pace than that of corporate chief
Chief Executive
executives.
Salary Only
Salary + Bonus
A survey of the compensation
Total
Total
Base
Compensation
Compensation
Bonus
Sales Volume
Salary
paid in thirteen financial functions
$ 36.5
$ 36.8
Under $5 Million
$ 21.7
by 260 companies in 1967, recently
46.6
52.2
38.0
$5-10 Million
completed by the CPA firm of
48.1
61.2
22.9
38.3
$10-25 Million
53.6
70.5
24.6
$25-50 Million
45.9
Arthur Young & Company, shows
55.5
82.5
26.3
56.2
$50-100 Million
an average increase in base sala
79.6
112.8
31.1
81.7
$100-300 Million
191.2
146.4
58.5
Over $300 Million
132.7
ries of approximately 4.3 per cent
Top Financial Executive
since 1965. In the same period
Salary Only
Salary + Bonus
salaries of the chief executive offi
Total
Total
Base
Compensation
Compensation
Bonus
Salary
Sales Volume
cers of the same companies went
$ 22.5
$ 16.0
$ 2.5
Under $5 Million
up only 1.6 per cent.
24.3
28.4
7.6
20.8
$5-10 Million
Among the financial executives
26.3
34.1
10.9
23.2
$10-25 Million
31.2
38.0
27.2
$25-50 Million
in officer-level positions the treas
34.7
42.2
11.2
31.0
$50-100 Million
41.0
urers increased their salaries 6.6
60.6
14.2
46.4
$100-300 Million
50.0
83.5
24.1
59.4
Over $300
per cent; the top financial execu
Controller
tives, 5.7 per cent; and the con
Salary Only
Salary + Bonus
trollers, 2.3 per cent. Average
Total
Total
Base
Compensation
Compensation
Bonus
Salary
Sales Volume
salaries for middle-level positions
15.0
$ 14.1
$ 1.8
$ 13.2
Under $5 Million
in finance and accounting increased
14.5
2.7
14.3
$5-10 Million
15.2
from 1 per cent to as much as 10
19.6
4.0
15.6
$10-25 Million
16.4
20.1
3.0
$25-50 Million
17.1
per cent (for the top general ac
21.8
23.6
5.2
18.4
$50-100 Million
23.2
44.2
counting executives). Typical of
9.4
34.8
$100-300 Million
36.0
45.5
7.2
Over $300 Million
38.3
this group were top systems and
Treasurer
procedures executives, with an
Salary Only
Salary + Bonus
average raise of 5 per cent; the
Total
Total
Base
Compensation
Compensation
Salary
Bonus
Sales Volume
top tax executives, with an average
$ *
$
*
$ 14.6
$
*
Under $5 Million
raise of 4.3 per cent; and the top
16.2
20.6
4.6
15.5
$5-10 Million
18.4
cost accounting executives, with an
24.6
4.6
20.0
$10-25 Million
19.7
27.8
4.2
23.6
$25-50 Million
average raise of 4.3 per cent.
29.0
21.9
6.5
22.5
$50-100 Million
24.2
40.0
Salary, of course, is not every
9.3
30.7
$100-300 Million
52.5
39.6
12.9
Over $300 Million
thing, at least at the upper exec
(All compensation figures in thousands of dollars)
utive levels. About half the
*lnsufficient data
$15.1

14.2
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol5/iss3/9
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tute in the past has written model
Controllers’ average base
salaries Services,
more Vol.
than5, No.
a million
named
John
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3, May-June
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codes on evidence, penal law, and
ranged from about $13,000 to nearly
son, and nearly a million named
other legal matters.
$40,000; treasurers’ salaries were
Brown and Jones. The problem is
The Bureau of the Budget has
slightly higher.
further complicated by various

proposed establishment of a na
In the largest companies the
types of mobility; roughly a fifth
tional data center (see news story,
highest paid among the middle
of the population moves each year,
M/S September-October ’66, p. 11)
level positions were those of top
and about 1.5 million women ac
to pull together scattered govern
financial planning executive, aver
quire new names through marriage.
ment statistics on citizens’ educa
aging $38,500 a year, and the top
The
’s recommendation is
tion, health, citizenship, employ
data processing executive, averag
“perhaps [its] most significant
ment, and other records. The idea
ing more than $30,000. These
move so far. . in planning for new
of a “dossier bank”, has met strong
positions, of course, do not even
payment systems of the future,” ac
opposition in and outside Congress
exist in the smallest companies.
cording to Robert K. Wilmouth,
even though the Budget Bureau
senior vice president of The First
claims it would be purely a statis
National Bank of Chicago and
tical reference file to aid govern
chairman of the ABA’s automation
mental and business planning, not
committee. “ single identification
Social Security Number
an “intelligence center.”
number in conjunction with modern
verification techniques is the key
For Bank Identification
to any funds transfer system,” he
Proposal shelved
Is Recommended by ABA said.
Perhaps because of the storm of
Another subcommittee is still
protest voiced at hearings of a
The chief obstacle to the check
working on the admittedly more
House subcommittee on invasion of
less society, bankers have been say
difficult problem of verification. As
privacy, the idea now seems to be
part of its study of verification tech
ing for a long time, is the problem
on the shelf, at least for this session
nology it has been meeting with
of identification. Now the American
of Congress. Rep. Cornelius Gal
equipment manufacturers to discuss
Bankers Association has taken the
lagher of New Jersey, chairman of
first step toward a nationwide per
design and application of verifica
the subcommittee, recently reported
tion devices.
sonal identification system by rec
the Budget Bureau had told him
ommending that its 13,600 member
it was doubtful that a practical
banks adopt social security numbers
plan for the data bank would be
for customer identification.
presented to this Congress. “I am
Initially the number would be
Model Code Is Urged
delighted,” said Representative
used for internal bank records
Gallagher.
rather than for account numbers.
To Forestall Abuse
Alan F. Westin, professor of pub
Eventually, however, it is antici
lic
law at Columbia University,
pated that use of this single identi
Of National
Bank
thinks the proposal is dead. He told
fying number will be extended to
a New York Times reporter that
To forestall possible abuse of the
the point where the consumer can
serious technological problems as
proposed
national
“
data
bank
”
—
use it for nearly all credit and busi
well
political opposition had
ness transactions.
whose establishment has now been
“
killed
the
idea.”
postponed for at least a year—the
However, over the long run, Pro
legal profession should begin work
identification sought
fessor Miller sees a National Data
on safeguards to protect privacy
Center as “inevitable.” He told the
The recommendation is the out
through regulation of the informa
Chicago conference he was not op
come of a two-year study by a
tion explosion.
posed to data banks if they were
subcommittee of a special ABA
regulated by a comprehensive set
committee on personal identifica
code urged
of rules on information gathering,
tion. The committee’s task was to
disclosure, and confidentiality. Un
find a way of uniquely identifying
That was the advice given by a
less such safeguards are established
an individual on bank records, re
specialist in computer law at a
rapidly, he warned, these centers
gardless of similarities of names or
recent conference on privacy spon
“may become the heart of the sur
sored by the University of Chicago
misspellings, by an identification
veillance system that will turn so
Law
School.
Prof.
Arthur
R.
Miller
that would remain unchanging
ciety into a transparent world in
of the University of Michigan Law
through innumerable alterations of
which our homes, our finances, our
School urged the American Law
name or address.
associations, our mental and physi
Institute to write a model regula
There are more than 1.5 million
cal conditions are bared to the most
tory code that could be adopted by
persons named Smith on the Social
casual observer.”
the state and Congress. The insti
Security Administration’s rolls,
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Goal A MagazineToofrequire

Of Credit Card Study
An effort to promote standardi
zation
credit cards is being
launched by the United States of
America Standards Institute.
The institute, in collaboration
with representatives of interested
industries, has formed a subcom
mittee on credit standardization to
develop standards for use in credit
and other data collection systems.
Initially it will concentrate on
standardization of the physical
representation of the codes used
for information purposes—such as
the size and shape of the embossed
identification characters and their
placement on the card—without
worrying about standardization of
codes.
The first step will be to survey
companies that produce, issue, or
honor credit cards. They will be
queried about the specifications for
and usage of specific physical
characteristics, future plans in this
area, and related questions of gen
eral interest.

New Laws to Regulate
Private Pension Plans

Opposed by NAM
The National Association of Man
ufacturers has joined the Financial
Executives Institute in opposing
new legislation to regulate private
pension plans. In a recent paper,
Private Pension Plans: A Statement
of NAM Positions on Major Current
Issues, NAM for the most part takes
the same position as FEI (see news
story M/S January-February ’68,
p. 9) on the issues of vesting, port
ability, funding, and reinsurance of
pension plans.
Vesting, says NAM, is desirable
but costly. To make it mandatory
would inhibit the establishment
new plans and reduce the flexibility
desirable for expansion and im
provement of existing plans.

portable, according to NAM, would
ultimately require rigid regulation
of private pension plans. Further
more, by forcing an employer to
keep funds invested in securities
readily convertible to cash, it would
create serious investment problems
and interfere with sound invest
ment policies.

Funding
Advance funding of future pen
sion liabilities is desirable but
should not be mandatory, accord
ing to the manufacturers’ associa
tion. Further narrowing of the
amount of latitude allowed in fund
ing by qualified plans “would dis
courage the adoption or continua
tion of plans or benefit improve
ments. ... To require by law that
plans be funded in accordance with
a rigid statutory method would
necessitate the use of uniform as
sumptions and policies which
would be inappropriate, unrealistic,
and not applicable to any particular
plan.”
As for federal reinsurance of pen
sion plan liabilities, NAM finds,
“Any federal program to insure
benefits under private pension
plans would either fail or lead to
drastic curtailment of the private
pension plan system in this coun
try.” Among the reasons: Varying
pensions to fit corporate risk would
be difficult. The need to avoid ex
cessive risks would restrict invest
ment policies. Insurance would dis
courage adequate funding of pri
vate plans.

Flexibility needed
Over all, NAM is against new
regulations because it sees a need
for independence and flexibility
the design of private pension plans.
“To impose rigid formulas by law
would discourage the establishment
new plans . . . increase the costs
of present plans and . . . would tend
to do so at the expense of older
workers.”
Private pension plans, the NAM
concludes, “are now subjected to

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol5/iss3/9
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control.”
In the absence of a proven need to
correct specific abuses, additional
legislation would “reduce the im
portant contribution being made by
private plans to employees’ retire
ment security and to capital forma
tion.”
Copies of the NAM statement are
available without charge from the
National Association of Manufac
turers Industrial Relations Depart
ment, 277 Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10017.

Marketing Applications
Of Computer Growing

In Large Companies
The computer is winning an ever
broadening role in marketing, Prof.
Leslie M. Harris, assistant professor
of marketing at Pace College, re
ports in an article in the magazine
Marketing/Communications.
Professor Harris surveyed 190 of
the nation’s largest corporations. He
found 92 per cent of them using the
computer for marketing purposes
in 1967, compared to 85 per cent
in 1966.

Sales analysis leads
Sales analysis, the first and sim
plest marketing application of the
computer, continues to be the most
important. More than 70 per cent
of the companies reported using
computers for such purposes as
analysis of total sales; of sales by
territories, by product lines and
major products, by customers, and
by sales representatives; analysis of
sales trends; gross margin analysis
by product; customer analysis; re
tail sales analysis; and sales effort
analysis.
More sophisticated applications
are gaining in importance, however.
More than 40 per cent of the com
panies are using computers for sales
forecasting, which implies the de
velopment of mathematical models.
Other applications listed as im
portant by the companies surveyed
12
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Moore New Ideas
for Business
Consolidate disbursements
without losing identity

Schools, hospitals, small businesses can
public computer services
disbursements
such as payroll and purchasing. Subscriber sends
own check to computer service
total amounts
due. This retains banking identity. New Moore
standard check form is prepared as computer print
out. Avoids special imprinting
encoding for
each bank. Form also is stapled to serve as an
envelope. Saves cost of envelopes
stuffing.

Can 20% of the paper
do 80% of the work?

A new system that slashes paperwork
peoplework, too. Moore designed it so that in
one crack it notifies customers that shipments will
be mailed shortly. Notifies stockroom to ship,
supplies the label, notifies customer service after
shipment,
even returns with customer’s
money order. And it’s simple!

Improving
CASH return rate

Moore
an envelope that shortens the
time between goods delivery
your receipt of
cash. It gives the customer a statement and a pre
addressed return envelope. Supplies your mailing
envelope as well. All in one! It’s an incentive
to pay now.

Cheap way to
take a survey

By a simple design change, Moore can make
your sales order form or sales slips take a survey
of your customers. Ideal way to find out what
advertising works best. To determine the time of
day customer's buy most; the age, sex or other facts
about customers. And sales forms never forget
to ask !

Compare your business
with thousands like it.

Moore ideas result from working with every
kind of business everywhere, to make less paper
do more work, to gain better control, to find ways
for paperwork to provide more kinds of information
on cash flow, expenses, costs, profits. A Moore
man can show you today. He’s in the Yellow Pages.
One Moore idea may be what you need.

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
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Philo
computerSystems,
center. and
TheControls,
com Vol.Magnetic
included Management
management Services:
information
A Magazine
of Planning,
5 [1968], No. 3, Art. 9 Card
puter calculates and prints financial
systems; physical distribution anal
For Fluidic Processing
statements and other management
ysis; market planning (by industrial
reports, which are returned to the
companies); and brand share
 anal
Developed by UNIVAC
accountant in 48 hours.
ysis, survey and statistical analysis
Data
The cost, says Philo, is less than
(in market research), and economic
forecasting.
that of doing routine write-up work
manually. Standard programs are
Applications to advertising in
A card no larger in depth and
available for nearly every business
clude media selection, allocation of
breadth than a cigarette package
application.
total advertising investments, direct
that can store 100 times as much
mail analysis, advertising measure
information as the largest punched
ment, and advertising budgeting.
card has been developed by UNIProgram Evaluation and Review
VAC Division, Sperry Rand Corpo
Technique/Critical Path Method
ration.
Teaching by Computer
scheduling is being used by more
The new card is based on a con
than 20 per cent of the companies
cept
first proposed by the U.S.
Needs More Validation,
in the sample; other new product
Army Electronics Command, Ft.
applications
include warranty,
Monmouth, UNIVAC said.
Educators Are Warned
product profitability, product mix,
It could prove to be a major step
Computer-assisted instruction is
price, and test market analysis.
forward in storing larger amounts
at a crossroads, and educators
In the future, the survey respon
of data in a form that would per
should pause to decide what they
dents predicted, market strategy
mit faster retrieval, the manufactur
really can and want to do with it,
will become the most important
er claimed.
Robert F. Trocchi, education mar
marketing application of the com
The new UNIVAC file card is
keting manager for Honeywell’s
puter. Among the expected develop
made of plastic material coated on
electronic data processing division,
ments: long-range corporate plan
both sides with a magnetic film.
told a recent conference of the
ning by computer; computerized
Digital data are recorded magnetic
Illinois Association of Educational
marketing opportunity analysis
ally on the film.
Data Systems.
(prices, market selection, advertis
Manipulation of the card is han
It is time, he said, to submit com
ing); real time information retriev
dled by fluidics, which uses air or
puters to a “total study and valida
optimization and suboptimiza
some other gas as a controlling
tion to determine whether or not
tion models; evaluation of product
medium rather than the electrons
they actually improve learning.”
and marketing mix; models of total
used in electronic devices. By
Educators need to “define how
market for present and proposed
means of a small control stream of
courses can be taught and, more im
products; and simulation of alterna
a gas, a much larger current can
portant,
how
people
can
learn.
”
tive marketing plans and tactics.
be diverted into one of two alterna
Then they can decide how com
tive streams. Thus, the new cards
puters can help the process. More
can be used in a single machine
research is required, he said, into
that can sort, collate, and update
the role of the teacher, student ac
them.
New Computer Package
ceptance, and costs. Learning with
According to Dr. Joseph S.
and without the computer should
Mathias, director of research, UNI
Offered for Accounting
VAC Data Processing Division:
be compared.
Meanwhile, New
City has
“The new system is inherently
A packaged data processing sys
more reliable than any mechanical
embarked on a full-scale computertem, which its sponsors claim is
system previously tried. The reason
assisted teaching program.
cen
applicable to a majority of the
is
simple. Nothing in the transport
tral
RCA
Spectra
70
computer
is
nation’s accounting firms, is being
path
moves except air and the
teaching
reading,
mathematics,
and
offered to small and medium-size
records
themselves. There are no
spelling
to
some
6,000
pupils
in
firms by Philo Management Sys
contacts
to wear out, no belts to re
fifteen elementary schools.
tems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
place,
no
bearings to lubricate. Rec
Two hundred teleprinter instruc
The Philo system, called Easysords
can
be
handled over and over
tional terminals will be used in ro
tem, handles accounting from orig
again without damage to them or
tation by about thirty pupils a day
inal entry to final reports. Philo
the machine’’
for drill and practice tailored to
provides the accountant with an
Pre-separation and pickup areas
each individual’s capabilities. The
adding machine, equipped with an
of the machine are controlled by
system also will be used for after
optical type face that can be read
fluidics; actual reading or writing
school remedial and adult pro
by computers, for data input. The
on the cards is done by a magnetic
grams, for curriculum research, and
tape is coded in the accountant’s
head.
for administrative data processing.
office for each client and sent to a
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As Companies Gain
More Experience
Computers

Emphasis Shifts Away from Financial Applications
As companies expand their com
puter operations, the trend is away
from financial and administrative
applications toward applications in
other functional areas, such as man
ufacturing, marketing, distribution,
and research.
This is one of the major findings
of a new survey of computer man
agement in 108 successful manu
facturing companies conducted by
the consulting firm of Booz, Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. The companies
surveyed, selected on the basis of
their superior records of growth
and profitability in their industries,
range in size from about $30 mil
lion in annual sales to $1 billion or
more; more than a third are in the
latter category. All, of course, are
computer users; more than threefourths have had more than five
years of computer experience.
The companies were asked to in

dicate the percentage of total com
puter and computer-related time
and cost devoted to each of six
major functional areas and to pre
dict what the same percentage
would be three to five years in the
future.

Change is slow
Just as in an earlier
Allen
survey of thirty companies active
in EDP (see news story M/S
September-October ’66, p. 7), the
survey respondents plan to decrease
the emphasis on finance and ad
ministration (financial reporting
and analysis, accounting, payroll,
invoicing, billing, etc.). So far, how
ever, the movement seems to be
slow.
Finance and administration still
comprise 44 per cent of the com
puter effort in the 108 companies

(compared to 47 per cent in the
earlier study). Over the next three
to five years the companies ex
pected it to drop to 29 per cent.
The big gainer will be factory oper
ations (material control, production
scheduling, quality control), ex
pected to rise from 19 per cent to
24 per cent. Smaller increases in
computer effort are anticipated in
the areas of management planning
and control, marketing, distribution,
and research and engineering.
Among the other findings:
Ninety per cent of the companies
surveyed have one man in the
company who is “operationally or
functionally” responsible for all in
formation systems or data process
ing activities. This does not mean
he directly supervises every com
puter installation.
majority
these companies have, in addition
to their business data processing or-

Local SITE Seeing is our Business


On-site appraisal of your business—whether for
insurance, tax assessment, condemnation, sale, or
purchase—is the business of Marshall and Stevens.
It has been for nearly four decades.
Each of our full-service offices has professional
appraisers for locally evaluating your propertyland, building, equipment and intangibles.
Our appraisers are skilled siteseers. Should we
see your site?

MARSHALL

AND

STEVENS

BOSTON
185 Devonshire Street
CHICAGO
120 S. Riverside Plaza
DALLAS
312 Stemmons Tower East
DETROIT
1204 Broderick Tower
LOS ANGELES
1645 Beverly Boulevard
MINNEAPOLIS
930 Plymouth Building

NEW YORK
25 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA
1420 Walnut Street
PORTLAND, ME.
53 Baxter Boulevard
ST. LOUIS
314 North Broadway
SAN FRANCISCO
41 Sutter Street

INCORPORATED/APPRAISALS

The national appraisers with fully-staffed local offices
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ganizations, specialized computer
Computer Effort by Function
Management Services:
A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
5 [1968],
No. 3, in
Art.such
9
Present Computer Effort
groups
working
technical
— Operating Areas —
areas as research and development,
Mgmt.
Res.,
Finance
engineering, and process control.
Distri
Dev. &
&
Plann'g &
Factory
Engrg;
Marketing
bution
Admin.
Control
Furthermore, in decentralized com
11%
All companies
44%
13%
10%
19%
3%
panies the headquarters computer
Years of
Experience:
20%
8%
4%
1 to 5 years
18%
49%
1%
executive’s responsibility over divi
6%
6 to 10 years
11%
16%
50%
14%
3%
sional data processing may be func
20%
11 years and up
20%
9%
10%
37%
4%
Type of Industry:
tional (staff advisory) rather than
Continuous Processes
operational.
20%
6%
Industrial Products
9%
4%
15%
46%
9%
Consumer Products
53%
8%
7%
4%
19%
In a majority of the companies
Fabrication & Assembly
surveyed,
however, whether they
25%
22%
Industrial Products
5%
40%
2%
6%
8%
28%
Consumer Products
19%
32%
1%
12%
are centralized or decentralized, the
Future Computer Effort
top computer executive is responsi
— Operating Areas
ble for standardization and integra
Res.,
Mgmt.
Finance
Dev. &
Distri
Plann'g &
&
tion of all computer activities in the
Engrg.
Factory
bution
Marketing
Control
Admin.
company, approves the systems de
24%
13%
12%
15%
All companies
29%
7%
Years of Computer Experience:
velopment and equipment plans of
9%
23%
12%
18%
1 to 5 years
5%
29%
all computer groups, and is re
22%
10%
14%
17%
6 to 10 years
8%
33%
27%
19%
11%
11%
11 years and up
7%
25%
sponsible for auditing computer
Type of Industry:
activities throughout the company.
Continuous Processes
27%
8%
12%
15%
Industrial Products
29%
9%
Usually, too, he is responsible for
13%
12%
11%
23%
Consumer Products
7%
34%
activities other than the computer
Fabrication & Assembly
22%
29%
9%
9%
Industrial Products
5%
26%
function, most frequently opera
11%
31%
21%
12%
5%
Consumer Products
20%
tions research and clerical systems
Computer Effort
Present or future computer effort is the percentage of total computer time or cost, combined with
and procedures.
the time or cost of computer-related people devoted to each of the functional areas. Future
His title varies widely; the most
five years in the future
effort is the companies’ estimate for three
common are director of data pro
Definition of ix Functional Areas
Examples
Categories
cessing and director of information
Financial reporting
analysis, accounting,
1. Financial and Administrative
payroll, invoicing, billing.
systems. In more than half the com
Capital investment analysis, resource allocation.
2. Management Planning
Control
panies he reports to an executive
Sales forecasting, sales analysis
control,
3. Marketing Operations
market research, sales order processing.
of vice presidential or higher status.
Warehouse operations, shipment order pro
4. Distribution Operations
But
in most cases he has not yet
cessing, traffic, inventory control.
Materials
control,
production
scheduling,
Factory Operations
moved outside the financial area; in
quality
nearly 60 per cent of the companies
Product test, engineering, research, product
6. Research, Development, Engineering
design and evaluation.
he reports to a financial executive,
Adapted, with permission, from Computer Management in Manufacturing Companies, Copyright Booz, Allen
most
often to the controller.
Hamilton Inc. 1967
Computer Management Organization
His Organizational Position

Top Computer Executive’s Responsibilities

Responsibilities

Supervises all computer activities
in the company
Runs the headquarters computer activity
but does not supervise other computer
groups
Does not directly manage any computer
installations
Responsible for standardization and
integration of all computer activities
in the company
Responsible for auditing computer
activities throughout the company
Approves the systems development
an plans
d equipment plans of all computer
groups, including those he does not
supervise directly
Directly responsible for large systems
and programing projects, including those
for units where he is not responsible for
day-to-day computer operations

% of Top Computer Executives in
78 Decentralized
30 Centralized
Companies
Companies

% of Top Computer
Executives in 108
Companies

Reports

President

62%

11%

31%

52%

12%

45%

81%

82%

54%

66%

Vice President
Administration
Vice President
Finance

50%

70%

Controller

27%

27%

Assistant
Controller

12%

Executive or Senior
Vice President
Group or Division
Vice President

12%

6%

12%
19%

&

35%

4%

Adapted, with permission, from Computer Management in Manufacturing Companies, Copyright Booz, Allen
Hamilton Inc. 1967
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TEN WAYS TO WRITE IT ONCE
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]

Every stroke of the pen that Safeguard saves your clients
adds up to greater profits for you... in the time you save
... in the overhead you
Each write it once entry becomes a controlled entry with
absolute proof of accuracy —line proof, page proof and
duplicating
The trial balance becomes a mere for
mality-auditing is not only easier, but faster—and can be
scheduled to suit your convenience!
All systems are designed for use with Safeguard's
patented* Folding Accounting Board the only Folding
Accounting Board with push-button action!
Chances are, Safeguard has a standard accounting
tem that will meet the specific needs of your clients. A
complete
Folder, containing actual samples,
is available for each simplified Safeguard System. Remem-

ber, we’re in business to help you help your clients. Pick up
your pen ... now... and fill out the coupon!
*Patent No. 3,332,707

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS
East: Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446: P.O. Box 151
Central: Chicago, Illinois 60126: 192 Spangler Avenue
West: Los Angeles, California 90022: 6117 Malt Avenue
Gentlemen: Yes, ’d like to have you help me make greater profits!
Send me the special Presentation Folders for the Safeguard Systems
I’ve checked. □ Accounts Receivable. □ Accounts payable. □ Pay
roll. □ Disbursements. □ Data Collection. □ Medical/Dental.
□ Accountants Write-up. □ Attorneys Accounting. □ Cash Receipt
ing. □ Nursing Homes.
name

ADDRESS

SAFEGUARD BUSINESS SYSTEMS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MS-5-68
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bers, words, phrases, and periods
—as well
of the Institute of
In the companies surveyed com
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 5 [1968], No. 3, Art. 9
of silence are recorded. Photoelec
Cost and Work Accountants and
puter costs average about one-half
tric cells read all 64 tracks as they
The Association
Certified and
of one per cent of sales. These costs
Corporate Accountants (see news
pass in rotation and select words or
include systems planning and pro
as
story M/S March-April ’64 p. 6).
numbers as instructed by the com
graming
(29 per cent of total
The Certificate for Management In
puter in the proper sequence to
computer costs, on the average),
formation has been sponsored by
compose a meaningful reply. One
equipment rental (38 per cent),
the Institute of Chartered Ac
silent track provides timing and
and other operating costs (33 per
pauses desired in messages.
countants in England and Wales
cent). The longer a company has
and the Irish institute.
Burroughs
listed
as
possible
ap
used a computer the higher are its
The two examinations will retain
plications for the new device:
total computer costs in relation to
their individual names, but their
• Real time inquiry where a fast
sales—more than 50 per cent higher
content will be identical, and they
and accurate answer is required to
after ten years than in the first five
will be given at the same time, in
questions about the status of an ac
years.
October. The Certificate in Man
count or item.
agement Information syllabus of
• Real time management infor
four subjects will be the guide in
mation retrieval where stored infor
New System Enables
developing future examinations,
mation is required from random ac
while General Financial Knowl
cess files.
Computer to
Out
edge and Investigations, a topic
• Real time updating where a
for Part I of the Diploma examin
means
of
“
flagging
”
accounts
is
de
Information by Voice
ation in the past, will be dropped.
sired. Examples would be inventory
All who qualify in the examina
new data communications sys
reservations, stop payments, or dol
tions
will be eligible to take the
lar holds.
tem which uses machine-selected
examination for Part II of the
information to create a spoken reply
• Real time order entry, where
Diploma when they have satisfied
to inquiries has been announced by
immediate response is needed.
experience requirements. Those
• Data collection where numeric
the Burroughs Corporation.
who are members of either the
The Burroughs Audio Response
information must be entered from
English or Irish institute will also
various scattered sources. An ex
System can both retrieve and play
receive the Certificate in Manage
back recorded data to a keyed in
ample would be accumulation of
ment Information.
quiry. Thus, it could be used to give
payroll piecework data from widely
Merging the examinations will
separated job sites.
bank account balances, inventory
have the further advantage of eas
quantities, or stock numbers, said
• Remote calculation where
ing the teaching load on schools
Burroughs President Ray W. Mac
amounts are entered with coded in
which
in the past have had to offer
donald.
structions to add, multiply, subtract,
separate
training for the two exam
or divide and the result is returned
The new system “provides fast,
inations,
it was pointed out by
as a “spoken” answer.
economical and convenient twothose approving the change.
way communication with an elec
tronic computer using a telephone,
which is familiar, inexpensive, and
British Societies Merge
can be located anywhere” he went
Museum Gets Computer
on.
Examinations for Two
An IBM 702 computer will be
In a typical application the orig
come
one of the youngest “an
inating source of the query first
Management Certificates
tiques” on display at the Smith
establishes a telephone connection
sonian Institution in Washington,
In an effort to widen eligibility
with a remote computer, then keys
D. C. A 13-year-old machine has
for the Joint Diploma in Manage
in an identification code, numerical
been
donated to the institution’s
ment Accounting Services, account
codes representing the type of in
Museum of History and Tech
ing organizations in the United
quiry, and the account number.
nology by Monsanto Company.
Kingdom and Ireland have decided
The central computer locates the
It will be used
part of a dis
to merge the examinations for Part
required information in its random
play detailing the first complete
I of the Joint Diploma and for the
access files and formulates codes
history of computers ever as
Certificate for Management Infor
which cause a voice response gen
mation.
sembled. The display is being
erator to compose a reply to the
assembled under a two-year grant
The Joint Diploma in the past
telephone query.
from the American Federation of
has been granted under the aus
The voice response generator’s
Information Processing Societies,
pices of the three chartered accoun
“memory” is a rotating, cylindrical
an organization of computer pro
tants’ institute—those of Scotland,
photographic film. On the film are
fessionals.
England
and
Wales,
and
Ireland
64 parallel tracks on which num
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Managements of companies too large for personal
control and too small for employment specialized
staffs must rely on control systems. This article out
lines
essence
such —

EXECUTIVE CONTROLS
by Louis Fried
Bourns, Inc.

responsible for
an unlimited amount to spend, he
performance of a medium-size
must rely on control systems.
firm is faced with a dilemma con
cerning control of the firm’s overall
Defining control
performance.
large organization
generally can afford to retain spe
Prior to any top management de
cialists to provide staff assistance
cision to implement control systems,
in the control function. The small
there should occur a process of de
firm, on the other hand, is con
fining the nature of “control.” Un
trolled by personal contact on the
fortunately, as a general rule, man
agers have only a vague notion of
part of the chief executive.
The president of the medium-size
what the term means and do not
firm is unable to use either of the
specify precisely what type of con
trols they desire. As a result, the top
above methods. He must also ob
serve the obvious basic rule that,
manager is often confronted with
“The cost of control must not
reports that do not answer his
ceed the cost of that which would
needs.
be lost by not controlling.”
There has been some tendency to
Unable to maintain personal con
blame this situation on the usual
tact and lacking staff assistance or
scapegoat of “poor communica
he executive

T
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tions.” The blame is misplaced . . .
the problem originates in the failure
of the manager to define the param
eters of his requirements.
It is not surprising, however, that
the manager avoids this task of
definition, when there are so many
different views of the nature of
“control.” Some idea as to this
variety of concepts may be gath
ered from a few samples.
Raymond Villers’ description of
the control function is:1
It (control) is an objective
method of effective manage
ment that is essentially based
upon the determination of a
1 R. Villers, Dynamic Management in In
dustry, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, N. J., 1960, p. 368.
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The process of control is not planning, comparison, data collection, or de
termination of responsibility; these are merely contributory functions. The pro
cess of overall control is an essential part of the function of the top manager.

standard of performance . . .;
the recording of actual per
formance . . .; the computation
and eventual analysis
the
variance . . .; and the proper
managerial action.
A similar definition is given by
George T. Trundle, Jr.,2 when he
states that control consists of:
1. Defining the objective, or . . .
setting the standard.
2. Comparing actual perfor
mance with the standard set.
as:
3. Analyzing the difference, or
determining the cause for
the variances.
4. Applying corrective action.
A shorter definition of control is
given by Rose and Farr3 who state:

2 G. T. Trundle, Jr. (ed. Managerial
Control of Business, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., New York, 1948, p. 9.
3 T. G. Rose and D. E. Farr,
Management Control, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1957, pp. XI and
33.

. .. control may be defined
Recognizing, predicting, and
influencing trends of important
phases of the business so that
a preconceived goal may be
met.
and,
. .. three stages normally occur
—planning, watching, and ac
tion.
Finally, the Committee on Audit
ing Procedure of the AICPA4 de
fines control (although, admittedly,
it was only dealing with what is
commonly called internal control)
as a system that would include
characteristics such
A plan of organization which
provides appropriate segrega
tion of functional responsibil
ities,
A system of authorization and
4 Committee on Auditing Procedure, In
ternal Control, American Institute of Ac
countants (now AICPA), New York,
1949, p. 6.
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record procedures adequate to
provide reasonable accounting
control over assets, liabilities,
revenues, and expenses,
Sound practices to be followed
in performance of duties and
functions of each of the de
partments in the organization,
and
A degree of quality of person
nel commensurate with respon
sibilities.
All these definitions have some
characteristics in common; how
ever, each, in itself, does not quite
provide a complete working defini
tion of the nature of control. These
definitions lack certain specific
terms that should be included in a
valid definition of control. The
practical application of manage
ment control badly needs a more
specific statement of its nature. This
article will use the following as a
working definition:
Control is a process of apply
ing management directive action
Management Services 20

produced; it must plan
WithVol.
this5, No.
in mind,
some 1968
exam[wholepreviously
to the functions of an: Management
enterprise Services,
3, May-June
issue]
for
this
production
and for market
ination these functions will aid in
based on judgments arising from
ing
the
product
with
no basis for
understanding the eventual applica
the evaluation of data provided
comparison with actual perfor
tion of control.
by a system of comparing actual
mance.
performance to previously con

posteriori planning is that
ceived goals through some com
Contributory functions
which takes place in response to the
patible and standardized unit of
evaluation of actual performance
There are five major functions
measurement.
data.
contributing to the effectiveness of
The primary problem arising in
the control process. They are as
Process of control
this area concerns the validity of
follows:
planning and setting standards on
The process of control, in this
1. Planning, including setting
either basis. In the case of a
definition, is not planning, compar
standards and goals, and budget
posteriori
planning, management
ison, accounting data collection, or
ing;
may feel that the performance data
determination of responsibility . . .
2. Tracking of actual perfor
is not accurate enough for planning
these are contributory functions.
mance, including most account
purposes (and this may well be
The process of overall control is
ing functions:
true). In such a situation, is it valid
an essential part of the function of
3. Comparison of standards with
to
resort to the a priori approach?
the top manager. Responsibility for
actual performance;
Recognizing
that planning based
this function cannot be transferred,
4. Reporting of variances;
on a poorly prepared performance
nor can the authority governing
5. Implementation of corrective
report may be invalid to the extent
overall control be delegated with
action.
of the report’s inadequacies, can a
out a major loss to the compre
Various problems exist in each of
manager afford to ignore the actual
hensive authority of the top man
these areas, and no panacea is avail
performance records completely?
ager.
able since the solutions are all de
In practice this is often done.
Implied in the above definition
pendent upon the particular man
Even when faced with the problem
are two viewpoints of the process
agement orientation in an indi
of invalid performance reporting
. .. the viewpoint of the enterprise
vidual
and the nature of the
and evaluation, the manager must
acting in conformity with policy
enterprise. The only common factor
still
make a decision.
and directives promulgated by top
present is in the fact that most
Whether
the resulting plans and
management and the viewpoint of
organizations must face similar
goals
are
realistic
will be judged by
the manager in considering control
problems in similar areas at some
the
success
of
the
enterprise at
as an integral part of his function.
time and that management must
some
future
date.
The interaction of these two view
provide a solution to these prob
Prior to the planning step there
points may be observed in the
lems before it can exercise effective
exists a top management task that
cybernetic nature of the functions
control.
is often ignored in small or medium
resulting in the application of the
Planning: Essentially, planning
size firms. This is the job of estab
control process. The enterprise com
takes two forms which might be
lishing goals for the firm. The goals
ponent groups create the actual
designated as “a priori” and “a
of a firm are generally more am
performance data and contribute to
posteriori.” A priori planning is that
bitious than merely making money
the establishing of goals. These
planning done in anticipation of
for the stockholders. The Honda
groups report to the manager their
future actions of the firm, without
company in Japan was built on the
performance and any variance from
an historical background of data
goal of manufacturing the best
the goals (negative feedback The
for guidance in establishing a
motorcycle
in the world. Goals of
manager, acting as a focal point, as
model. One example might be the
other
companies
include the contri
similates the reports and, with cog
that intends to produce a new
butions
that
they
can make to the
nizance of parameters established
product which no other
has
communities
in
which
they are lo
by the nature and condition of the
cated
or
the
advancement
of re
enterprise, establishes such new
LOUIS FRIED is director
search.
Goals
can
also
include
the
goals as may be necessary or ap
of management informa
maintenance
of
a
specific
share
of
tion systems at Bourns,
plies such corrective action as he
Inc., in Riverside, Cali
the market or concentration on a
thinks is required.
fornia, and is an instruc
narrow line of related products
The cycle is one of “action and
tor at the University of
(such as the highly successful ap
California. In the past he
reaction,” and since the control pro
was supervisor of fi
proach of American Motors).
cess itself is applied on the basis
nance systems at Litton
Plans can only be successfully
of contributory functions, the end
Systems, Inc. Mr. Fried
received his B.A. degree
public administra
established and used for control
effect of the control process can
tion from California State College and his M.S.
when they reflect the true goals of
be no more valid than the results
degree
management theory from San
the firm. In the large
a separate
of the contributory functions.
Fernando State College.
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method (for want of better termin
For example, if an automatic mill
planning group may exist. In the
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 5 [1968], No. 3, Art. 9
ology). The third method takes
has been ordered and delivery takes
medium-size firm planning is done
place before performance, and this
eighteen months then intermediate
by contributions from middle man
is the survey.
range and short-range plans and
agers throughout the organization.
The survey method may be
For this reason, top management
budgets must include the cost of

classed as a part of planning; how
would be well advised to follow
preparation for delivery. Plans must
ever, because of the “data gather
the example
many large com
also consider the manufacturing
ing” nature of this activity, it is here
panies and publish a statement of
schedules that have been based on
discussed with similar functions.
the firm’s goals in unequivocal
the new equipment, the training of
The accounting method refers
terms.
personnel,
If the business
the
accumulation of data related to
Another prime requisite for the
volume undergoes a temporary de
money
amounts. All firms use the
cline prior to delivery
the equip
use of plans in the control process
accounting method, even if only to
is the concept of consistency
ment, should that delivery be de
manage a checkbook or substantiate
planning overtime. This is not
layed or cancelled?
a tax return. With the larger enter
say that a firm should sacrifice the
An evaluation of costs already
prise this function may become ex
flexibility needed to meet unex
committed may indicate that the
ceedingly complex.
pected environmental changes. The
cost of changing plans may be far
One large aerospace firm uses a
concept does require reducing the
greater than the cost of accepting
cost system that collects cost to
number of unexpected changes by
delivery on schedule.
fifteen different levels involving
improving the depth and lengthen
Tracking of Actual Performance:
forty-nine digits
coding; in ad
ing the range of planning.
There are basically three methods
dition, overhead cost is collected to
Many medium-size firms plan on
used to evaluate performance. Two
only a short-range basis, some for
five levels involving seventeen
of these take place concurrently
as short a period as six months. This
digits of coding. Obviously, if any
with or slightly after the perfor
is obviously inadequate in a world
single digit is transposed or incor
mance itself. These two are the ac
where the lead time for product de
rectly coded, the cost being colcounting method and the statistical
velopment may be three or four
years or where scarce equipment
may take as long as two years to be
delivered.
In order to aid in the continued
growth of the firm in this type
environment, planning should gen
erally take place at three levels
range and depth:
1. Long-range planning for five
to ten years or more in the future
should be done at a level near
that of the statement of goals.
2. Intermediate-range planning
should establish concrete objec
tives in terms of share of the
market, technological advance,
etc., for each year of the next
three years into the future.
3. Short-range plans should de
fine specific objectives in terms
of return on investment, head
count, progress checkpoints, and
even PERT events during the
next year.
Control is based on monitoring
progress against each of the above
levels of planning. Control is not
meaningful unless plans are estab
lished and remain consistent for
long enough to suit the environ
Planning should take place at three levels of
mental context in which they were
range and depth—planning for the long range,
the intermediate range, and the short range.
generated.
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Statistical data may be derived from an accounting system or
may be collected by other means, such as time and motion study
maintenance of
on vendor or product reliability.

lected is not properly allocated.
Quite often, the increasing com
plexity of such a system is the re
sult
an attempt to provide more

accurate and more finely differenti
ated cost collection reporting. Al
most as often, this complexity re
sults in decreased accuracy and
reliability, as well as requiring
considerably more manpower for
the operation of the accounting
system.
In addition, the control data pro
vided to management on the basis
of the accounting system are, in
many instances, not suitable for the
managers’ use. For example, a com
plex accounting system designed to
solve the financial control problems
of an enterprise may collect cost
on an incremental basis. For the
purpose of billing customers and
maintaining ledgers consistent with
good accounting practice, this sys
tem works well.
On the other hand, the produc
tion manager cannot report to top
management any reasonably reli
able unit cost for the product. The
manufacturing or production man
ager needs an indentured cost col
lection system ... a system related
directly to the product.
The contracts manager finds him
self in the same position. He cannot
support top management with
Published
by-JeGrove,
1968
May
une, 1968

proper bidding data without know
ing product item cost.
Unfortunately, many instances,
it seems as though control-related
mechanisms are tailored around the
accounting methods, instead
being a part of the accounting sys
tem.
Statistical reports may be derived
as a by-product
a cost collection
system or may be independently
produced through analysis of data
collected by other means.
An example of statistical data de
rived from an accounting system is
man-hour reporting in various in
crements or collected by work
centers. This type of data collection
is dependent on the validity of the
cost collection coding.
Statistical data collected by other
means can be illustrated by ex
amples such as time and motion
study, maintaining records on prod
uct rejection, maintaining records
on vendor reliability, etc. These
types of data collection are usually
not attempted on so complex a scale
as the accounting methods and
suffer less from the ills inherent in
complexity.
If, however, a sampling tech
nique is applied, the statistical ap
proach is subject to the possibility
of a bad random sample.
The survey before performance

is usually a statistical method and
relies most often on the sampling
technique. It would seem obvious
that the same degree of reliance
cannot be placed on a survey as can
be placed on even the poorest sys
tem of collection of actual perfor
mance data. However, top manage
ment has many times been so well
“sold” on the reliability of survey
reports as to place equivalent faith
in both.
Planning based on unreliable
data can often be more wrong
than an educated guess. In some
cases, being “just a little” unreliable
can be compared to the problem of
the young single lady who is “just
a little” pregnant.
Comparison of Standards with
Actual Performance and Reporting:
The comparison of standards with
actual performance results in the
calculation of variances to the
standards. It is essential that the
variances resulting from this pro
cess be meaningful to manage
ment. It is not usually meaningful
to report to the top manager the
variance of a lathe operator from
standard in the production of a
single part. It usually is meaningful
to report that the entire production
schedule is ahead, even with, or
behind.
The variances reported to top
23
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While there is some resistance to change in all organizations, the resistance be
comes more difficult to overcome in direct ratio to the number of organizational
levels separating the originator of the order from those who must execute it.

management should be accom
panied by suitable explanations. To
report without explanations may
force the manager to waste time
of the
finding out through channels
reasons for variances. The compar
ison of standards and “actuals” may
be a time-consuming task; however,
this function has been assumed by
data processing equipment in many
firms, usually reducing the time
considerably.
Implementation of Corrective Ac
tion: As is evident from the fore
going paragraphs, the data upon
which judgment is based may vary
tremendously in both quality and
quantity.
There is still another extremely
important variable factor . . . that is,
time. The effectiveness of manage
ment is based on the receipt of in
formation in time to use it to per
form the control function.
Information that arrives too late
may no longer be usable. A report
of variances that might show the
manager that the enterprise was
losing money would be of little
value if it arrived after the sheriff.
Late information (that may not
be quite so late as in the above
example) may arrive at the man
ager’s desk at a point in time when
the problem no longer exists. If,
for example, a manager is provided
with a monthly progress report
from a research and development
department and the report is de

livered two weeks after the end
of the month, a decision based on
this report may be obsolete by the
time the report is delivered.
Assuming that reliable informa
tion is delivered in time to top
management and that a decision is
made as to the necessary corrective
action, it remains for the corrective
action to be taken.
The implementation of corrective
action is dependent upon the nature
of the organization structure, the
quality of management in the or
ganization, and the willingness of
the affected organization members
to apply the action that is desig
nated.
In a “deep” organization struc
ture, the number of links in the
chain of command may slow or
even stall the transmission of top
management orders. If, in addition,
there exist situations of overlapping
authorities and/or responsibilities
within the organization, the imple
mentation may never take place.
Conflicts of authority or the op
posite, power (authority) vacuums,
may interfere with the transmission
of management orders.
Orders that are not clearly de
fined are subject to misunderstand
ing
in some instances, to will
ful misapplication. The supervisory
element charged with carrying out
the order may deliberately find all
possible “loopholes.”
Large organizations are particu
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larly subject to the problem
inertia. While there is some resist
ance to change in all organizations,
the resistance becomes more diffi
cult to overcome in a direct ratio to
the number of levels in the or
ganization separating the originator
of the order from the personnel
who will ultimately be required
to perform the task.
Physical factors may interfere
with implementation of manage
ment directives.
The old bromide, “Out of sight,
out of mind,” may make sense to
the branch manager who feels that
what the central office doesn’t know
won’t hurt it ... or him.
The vehicle for transmission of
orders presents problems. The dy
namic executive who uses the tele
phone to communicate his direc
tives runs the risk of having them
garbled, mishandled, or forgotten
in a short time.
Most firms make a practice of is
suing orders in writing. The policy
manual or the standard practice
manual is a common medium.
Standard practices are usually dis
tributed to the lowest affected level
of supervision and posted on bulle
tin boards when necessary to inform
all employees.

Overall performance
Controls of overall performance
are generally expressed in financial
Management Services 24

terms. Koontz and O’Donnell5 re
late this method
control
to the Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]
: Management
profit (and return on investment)
motive in the business environment.
Several techniques related to the
financial method include the fol
lowing:
Budget Comparison
Profit and Loss Control
Return on Investment Measure
ment
Internal Auditing
The Centralized Control Unit,
and
The Enterprise Self-Audit
The use of these techniques is by
no means on a mutually exclusive
basis. Many firms use three or more
of the above methods simul
Staying within the budget regardless of circum
taneously.
stances can be extremely damaging to the firm.
Budget Comparisons: The compi
of detecting the variance when re
contributing only a portion of the
lation
a budget summary may
sults
fall
short
intentions.
effort toward the completion of a
be viewed as a process defining the
Explanation
of
these
variances
final product usually requires more
plans of the entire company in fi
may suggest to management areas
effort than the resultant reporting
nancial terms. This summary in
is worth.
of trouble in the actual operation,
cludes projected figures and rela
In major segments of an enter
in the budget itself, or in external
tionships for and among sales
events.
prise, however, this technique ap

volume, production costs, overhead,
plies the most pragmatic of all
In any event, the reporting of
profits, utilization of capital, and
tests, profit.
these variances on a timely basis
return on investment. The
One great drawback to this
allows management to react quickly
budget, after management ap
method
is the fact that profit and
to
the
problems
involved.
Half
the
proval, becomes the “pattern” or
loss
statements
are usually drawn
solution
to
any
problem
is
in
recog
standard for the budget period.
up
annually.
With
the concept of
nizing
the
problem
in
time
to
do
To call the budget itself a “con
division
management
autonomy im
something
about
it.
trol” would be to use the word in
plicit
in
this
means
of reporting,
Blind
conformity
to
the
budget
the experimental science sense, as
gross
errors
or
difficulties
in man
can, however, be extremely dam
in “a control group,” meaning a
agement may go undiscovered for
aging to the firm. By staying within
standard against which to compare.
relatively long periods of time.
the budget regardless of circum
This is true in some degree.
Return on Investment Control:
stances, a manager may hide a
The budget provides such a
This method uses as a measurement
critical problem from management
standard and, in addition, is an in
management effectiveness a rate
until it could cost much more to re
valuable aid to formalizing manage
derived by multiplying the earnings
cover than was originally saved.
ment planning. The real value of
as a per cent of sales by the rate of
Profit and Loss Control: The
the budget becomes apparent when
capital turnover. This method rec
profit and loss statement of a firm
it is compared to actual events. If
ognizes the differences between the
serves
as
an
important
“
after
the
the data relating to actual expend
fact
”
control
tool.
Like
the
budget
types of business in which different
itures are collected in a proper
divisions are engaged.
comparison,
it
demonstrates
the
manner, and are transmitted fast
By providing an objective yard
performance
of
a
business
unit
in
enough to the budgeting group and
stick
in the efficiency
the use of
contrast to a standard. However, in
if reports showing the comparison
capital, this method is a valuable
this case the standard is the more
between the budget and actual
projection above the simple profit
rigid one of survival in business
amounts spent and earned are gen
terms.
and loss reporting technique. If the
erated with the proper frequency
technique is applied by showing all
The use of this technique is more
and timing, then management is
or less restricted to overall busi
the factors bearing upon the return
provided with a superlative means
on investment, it may help to indi
nesses or segments of a business
5 Harold Koontz and Cyril O’Donnell,
cate faults or weaknesses in the
capable
of
showing
individual
profit
Control of Over-all Performance” in
management
of the business.
or
loss.
The
attempt
to
isolate
the
Principles of Management, McGraw-Hill
Two major weaknesses in this
profit or loss of a single department
Book Company, New York, 1959.
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Is real control actually possible? Is the executive deluding himself

method are the problem of ascer
taining what is a reasonable return
and the problem of frequency
reporting, as in the profit and loss
technique.

Overall Control Through In
ternal Auditing: In the broadest ap
plication, where it has the most
value, internal auditing provides a
timely check on the actual operat
ing practices of a business. The in
ternal audit group generally best
serves
purpose of comparing
actual practice to company stand
ards and regulations when report
ing to a level not responsible to the
management
the group being
audited. This allows the auditor to
maintain an objective attitude to
ward the subject under examina
tion.
While ideally the internal audi
tors would examine all phases
a company’s activity, in practice the
group sometimes may only be used
to audit financial practices and
policies.
The reporting resulting from the
application of this technique has
the advantage of being a fast means
of feedback to management. On the
other hand, it suffers from manage
ment reluctance to grant funds for
“overhead” functions, from middle
management antagonism and eva
and from the effects of man
agement directives issued in total
disregard of auditing recommenda
tions. In addition, much of the end
effect
the reports and recom
mendations is dependent upon the
quality of personnel doing the
auditing and the manner of presen
tation of the results of the audit.
The Centralized Control Unit:
The centralized control unit is the
result of gathering all the manage
rial control activities into one group
reporting to a member of top man
agement. This level of management
may be the president of the or
ganization, the general manager, or
a director of administration or the

holder of some similar office report
ing to the general management
level.
In some ways this group acts
much like an internal auditing
group, except not at so detailed a
level. In addition, the control unit
centralizes information, reviews or
ganization structure and policies,
establishes standards and develops
programs, furnishes a troubleshoot
ing and fire-fighting squad, and acts
as a medium for directing informa
tion and recommendations to the
chief executive.
In some situations this unit may
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also act in a line capacity for the
chief
the organization, although
this is not considered to be the best
application for the group.
Control units may be formed for
use at lower levels, but they should
always report to the highest level
the activity which they are intended
to control.
Ideally, the control unit should
act only in a staff capacity since
operation in a line capacity (with
the implication of authority result
ing from the level to which it
reports) may result in duplication
and confusion of orders to lower

The centralized control unit is the result of
gathering all the managerial control activities
into one group reporting to top management.
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. . . believing that his reaction to a variance report is “control’?
levels. In the medium-size firm this
technique is usually too expensive
to be practical.
The Enterprise Self Audit: The
management self-audit is a period
ically repeated study in depth of
the company and
position rela
tive to the industry, the market, and
its own plans and performance by
its own management.
This technique has
its favor
the fact that the men most familiar
with the company are reviewing its
activities. Disadvantages are, how
ever, present and may outweigh any
advantages gained.
It is generally recommended that
this appraisal be conducted every
three to five years. On this basis, it
is hard to recognize this technique
as being in the class of control
mechanisms. A faulty series of man
agement decisions could put the
out of business
that length
of time. The study would then be
classified as a “post mortem.”
Secondly, while the officers and
managers of a
may know all
the inner workings of the business,
they are usually involved in the
internal policies of the company
and are rarely in a position to give
a completely objective appraisal

their own managerial performance.
In a profitable business situation,
however, this technique may have
the advantage, if conducted in a
seminar fashion at some exclusive
mountain hideaway, of giving com
pany management a well earned
vacation. This advantage, although
it may seem peripheral, is not to be
underestimated.

Is real control possible?
From observation of the prob
lems previously mentioned, and
from knowledge of many more that
exist
various forms, it becomes
logical to ask whether or not real
control is actually possible. Is the
executive deluding himself into be
lieving that his reaction to a vari
ance report is “control”?
Can a manager feel that he has
control of his organization when the
immediate needs of making de
cisions and ordering corrective ac
tion take on the aspects of “fire
fighting”? Or, conversely, can he
feel that he has control of the or
ganization’s activities when his sub
ordinates take care of all the prob
lems so as not to disturb the “old
man”?

Admittedly, these are extremes.
The ideal situation exists when a
top manager receives only that in
formation relating to problems that
must be solved at his level, and no
more or less. Quite often, however,
what is reported to him is that
which his subordinates assume he
should see. If the manager requests
more information, he is likely to be
flooded with more detail than he
can possibly handle.
It becomes obvious that the man
ager’s first task relating to the area
of control is to define exactly what
he wants to see, when, and how.
Secondly, he must review and ap
prove the systems designed to pro
vide the information that he has
requested. This is not to say that
the top executive should be ap
prised of every detail in the ac
counting system, but the approval
of concept and expected results is
his responsibility.
Thirdly, the manager must assure
himself
dependable means of
implementing his orders. This in
volves appraisal of the organization
structure, the media of communica
tion, and the personnel within the
organization.
It is implicit in the nature

A management self-audit conducted every three to five years is hardly to be class
ified as a control mechanism. The company could be out of business in that time.
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overall control that these three
resulting decisions are made by the
states, “When a problem is identi
Management
Services:
Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
5 [1968],
No. 3,
9
board
of directors
or and
the Controls,
stock Vol.
tasks are the
responsibility
of A
the
fied
only after
it Art.
is history,
‘control’
holders.
top manager and cannot be dele
is absent.”7
The implementation of these de
gated. Once these tasks are accom
Essentially, the element of timing
cisions may result in changes in the
plished and precautions taken to
st be considered during the
firm’s policy or product, changes in
ensure that established systems con
planning stage so as to be part of
management, or changes in the
tinue to function properly, there is
each contributing function. The
board
directors.
a reasonable expectation that
product of the contributing function
 con
trol is possible. The phrase “reason
These controls are possible while
that does not operate on time may
the firm continues to operate. The
able expectation” is used because
not only be worthless but, even
ultimate measurement of the suc
no possible means of dependable
worse, may actually be damaging.
recognition is now available to en
cess of control is, of course, the
For most effective control by top
survival of the firm.
sure against all contingencies.
management, the good-contributing
functions will provide valid infor
mation concerning variances from
Top management responsibility
Summary
plans completed in time to enable
The term responsibility has been
This article has endeavored to
the manager to make suitable eval
applied several times in this article
present a meaningful definition of
uation of this information and
control (as related to overall enter
to the functions of the top manager.
arrive at a decision. Once such a
It is, of course, generally considered
prise performance) and some of the
decision is forthcoming, the con
that the manager of a firm, in the
problems that arise in the imple
tributing function must provide a
case of a corporation, is responsible
mentation and operation of con
mechanism for implementation in
ultimately to the owners.
tributing systems. Lest it be felt
time to remedy the situation.
A good case can be made for the
that the picture presented is all
With these elements provided,
fact that the trend toward diversi
black, it must be stated that there
the process of control may work
fied small-shareholder ownership is
are usually solutions for each prob
effectively to the benefit of the
increasing under the present eco
lem.
without entailing excessive expense.
nomic concepts of the American
The directive action taken to
For the medium-size
then,
business/government relationship
solve these problems is, itself, a
control
overall performance is
and that this trend loosens the hold
part of the control process. The
feasible within the necessary pa
of ownership on management. This
successful solution of these prob
rameters of expense if it is done
is especially true in those cases
lems results in several advantages.
through the application of some of
where members of management use
Ernest R. Breech, board chairman
the above-mentioned techniques as
their shareholdings and their access
of TWA and a director of the Ford
a part of an overall control system.
to corporate records to retain one or
Motor Company, suggests some of
The emphasis of this conclusion
more positions on the board of di
the following advantages:6
must be placed on the word system.
rectors.
1. The requirement that cor
The control system must include
It must be admitted that this con
porate objectives or goals be
all the necessary components (such
dition can and does exist to some
established provides unity
planning, comparison to actual,
extent; however, in most cases, the
of purpose.
etc.) and must be clearly defined to
board is representative of owner
2. Supporting systems set out
avoid time wasted
a result of
ship, and in this position it adds
the projected results of al
ambiguous instructions.
one additional element of overall
ternative decisions.
Controls, of course, are only
3. Supporting systems contain
control.
effective if positive action is taken
In the business environment, the
built-in incentives to good
as a result of the negative feedback
final element of control is success
performance, provide visi
reported. This action can only be
as measured against the rigid stand
bility to those factors affect
taken through a cooperative and
ard of profit and loss. This element
ing profitability, measure
enlightened management group.
of overall control might be termed
the performance of individ
Another control, before the fact,
“Economic Darwinism” . . . the sur
ual components of the enter
must have occurred in the selection
vival
the fittest in the market
prise, and focus manage
of the firm’s management. Although
place.
ment attention on problems
this might be compared to “pick
The standard of this control is the
and profits.
ing your own parents,” when the
profit and dividend picture of the
Once planning is completed, the
opportunity exists then manage
company at the time of each finan
greatest single problem in maintain
ment selection should be applied as
cial report. The reports themselves
ing control is time. As Mr. Breech
a primary means of exercising
indicate the “variances” to the
control.
standard.
6 Ernest R. Breech, The New Role for
The review of variances and the
7 Ibid.
the Financial Man,” THINK, April, 1963.
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Mechanized billing and accounts receivable systems
have
commonplace. But this one, created to
permit a shift from
installment to
revolving
credit method
has novel features.

ATTACKING A SPECIAL PROBLEM

IN ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
by Edward S. Corwin
Brach, Gosswein and

of billing and
accounts receivable systems
has become so commonplace in
cent years that it is unusual to en
 as to
counter a problem
unique
tax one’s ingenuity to any great de
gree. Such a case arose recently,
however, with a client, a retail
furniture store which desired to
change from the installment to the
revolving credit method of selling.
For many years this store had
been locked into a passbook and
ledger card system, using posting
machines to enter charges and re
ceipts. Credit charges were com
echanization

M

Published
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selling,
Lane

the

puted at the time of sale. If pay
ments were made by mail, the pass
rebook was enclosed in the envelope
for proper notation. Temporary re
ceipts were used in cases where the
passbook was lost or forgotten.

The old system’s problems
Gradually dissatisfaction arose in
many areas. First there was the fact
that the credit charges were based
upon the entirely fallacious as
sumption that payments would be
regular and timely. In fact, the
average customer took much longer

than anticipated in cleaning up his
account. Since the imposition of late
charges was impractical and caused
ill will, the company was left in a
position of earning an insufficient
return on its extension of credit. In
addition, investigation of compet
itive practices revealed a general
trend toward revolving credit plans,
permitting credit charges based
upon the balance in the account for
as long
the account remains
open.
In the second place, the credit
department was both too large and
overburdened. With over 8,000
29
27

ledger cards to survey, the work of
system would
no way handle the
go 5all[1968],
out and
every
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No. 3,incorporate
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dunning was a mammoth task. Our
delinquent customer. The banks
little refinement which our client
client offered weekly payment
do not mind if the depositor does
could possibly want.
terms to most
its customers. In
not show up for entry of interest.
addition,init had a somewhat tran
The store minds very much if the
Selection of the service bureau
sient type
clientele. These two
customers are not made aware
facts combined meant that an ac
Selection of a service bureau was
the charges. Consequently, our
one
our most difficult tasks. For
count 10 days “past due” was
client was reluctantly prevailed
some concern; 30 days “past due”
tunately, extensive experience with
upon to abandon his time-honored
passbook and ledger card in favor
became a crisis. All
the ledger
several bureaus was of help. After
cards had to be scanned weekly,
of a monthly statement, with the
soliciting bids from eleven service
service bureau maintaining ac
bureaus, we decided upon the only
hundreds
phone calls made, and
form letters typed and mailed.
one which was prepared to offer
counts receivable records.
“real time” capability at present.
At this point we decided that
A third problem area was the
This means that the bureau has a
source information
the service
cashiers' cage. Weekly installments
computer with sufficient capacity to
bureau had to be in the form
meant almost four times the volume
store our customer information
punch paper tape coming from the
of transactions involved
monthly
such a way that it, as well as the
cash register as a by-product. We
installments. Using the posting ma
programs to handle it, are available
ruled out optical font because
chines, with ledger cards, the cash
the
difficulty
in
finding
service
to the computer at all times. Obvi
iers had to pick up balances and
bureaus
to
handle
it.
ously,
this does not mean simply
enter transactions for this huge
magnetic tape, because tape drives
volume, with resultant frequency
are too expensive and cannot be
errors in account, amount, or trans
Packaged systems rejected
sufficiently numerous so that our
action type. Errors were detected
Service bureaus offer varied pro
reel, as well as that of other users,
only on complaint by the customer,
grams for control of accounts re
can be on at all times. It involves
often too late from the store’s view
ceivable. The basic differences are
instead a “mass memory” unit,
point
collect the amount errone
slight and depend mainly on the
measured in hundreds of millions of
ously credited.
means of output. Some are geared
characters, which we can share with
A basic problem, under the old
to punch paper tape from an add
the other users. It means also a
system, was to devise some method
ing machine or cash register; some
multi-channel computer, one which
of computing monthly credit service
start with optical font tape; some
can converse by telephone with all
charges and of notifying the cus
key
punch
the
input
from
copies
of the users simultaneously. In New
tomers
these charges without
of
source
material.
But
essentially
York there are at present very few
creating substantial additional work
all
are
systems
which
require
bureaus offering this capability. (A
in the accounting, credit,and cash
entries to emanate from the source
whole article can be written about
iering departments, and with mini
—charges, receipts, and adjustments
criteria involved in satisfactory se
mal error.
—and none is prepared to perform
lection of service bureaus.)
These problems defined the task
the independent computation to
At the start, because of practical
that confronted us.
create the service charge and enter
and legal considerations, it was de
it. Essentially we needed a system
cided not to convert existing ac
Our basic approach
of programs created to fit our spe
count balances to the new system,
cific situation. Once this fact was
but rather
start with new ac
We decided quickly that the op
accepted, along with the corollary
counts and then convert “add-to”
eration was not large enough
sales. Consequently, the starting
that the programing expense must
warrant a computer installation
be borne by the user, we decided to
volume accounts did not warrant
its own. However, because of the
the
installation of data phone
large volume
computation, a
equipment.
The programing, how
computer was needed, and the only
ever,
made
allowances for the
feasible way of obtaining one was
EDWARD S. CORWIN,
switchover as soon as practicable,
through the use of an outside ser
CPA, is director of man
with reliance upon messengers at
vice bureau.
agement services at the
CPA firm of Brach, Goss
first.
We next approached the problem
wein and Lane
New
of entering the charges and notify
York City. He is a grad
ing the customers. Savings banks
uate of Lafayette Col
The system which evolved
lege and received his
still employ passbooks but they
law degree from Colum
The system is best described by
have done away with ledger cards
bia Law School; he also
took special accounting courses at Fairleigh
starting with the month-end pro
by using terminals connected di
Dickenson University. Mr. Corwin is an as
cedures. The service bureau pre
rectly to a computer. In this case,
sociate member of the New York State Society
pares
an aged accounts receivable
expense aside, we felt that such a
of Certified Public Accountants.
28
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presentation of delinquents, avoid
trial balance. Our client has its own
method of aging, customary in its
ing the job of fingering through
: Management Services,
Vol. 5, No.
3, May-June
[whole issue]
8,000 ledger
cards
each week1968
to lo
trade but quite different from
cate the 1,200 delinquents, more
standard procedure. During this
effective action can be taken more
running, accounts are classified
as

current or delinquent, delinquency
rapidly with less labor.
being determined through a com
bination of accumulated arrearages
Daily procedures
and date of last payment. This
classification avoids harassment of
Each new account (or converted
the customer who makes genuine
add-to) is assigned a number with
efforts to keep reasonably up to
a check digit from a pre-prepared
date.
list. All transactions involving that
The service bureau then runs the
account are rung up on a cash
statements in two separate groups,
register with punch tape output.
current and delinquent, the latter
The volume is heavy, with about
bearing a red “past due” imprint.
three cash receipts to every sale be
Along with the delinquent state
cause of the weekly payments.
ments, the service bureau provides
Since the number of “cash-taken”
four pressure-sensitive name and
sales is insignificantly small, the
address labels to be used in follow
transaction codes on the register are
up dunning, the store having de
all geared to the installment system
cided to stick to its very effective
—even where layaway and other
Office copies
collection procedures and forms.
cash sales are involved. These latter
Our compromise is for the bureau
of delinquent statements
are segregated for accounting pur
to provide these labels, eliminating
poses but are treated like any other
go to the credit department
the need for typing.
accounts receivable, with credit
The statements show current
for action.
statements where applicable.
action and credit charges, terms,
Each day the punch tape is de
This procedure
and accumulated arrears and give
livered to the service bureau, where
eliminates the job
clear instructions to bring the state
it is first proof-listed; the account
ments in when making payments.
numbers are checked for validity,
of fingering through
This is purposeful. Besides contain
with bad ones flagged; and 18 glass
8,000 ledger cards each week
ing the account number from which
ifications are accumulated, totaled,
the cashier keys the cash register
and checked against controls. Then
to locate
without the intervening possibility
the transactions are sorted in ac
the 1,200 delinquents.
of error from looking up the wrong
count number order, and two lists
number, the statements have four
are prepared—those affecting cur
stubs attached, one for each week,
rent accounts and a much smaller
each bearing the account number
list of the transactions affecting de
on it. When ringing up a payment,
linquents. These lists are returned
the cashier tears off a stub, validates
to the store; the bad account num
it on the register, and keeps it for
bers are checked against the vali
office use. This stub then has both
dated stub from the statement
the correct account number, printed
(where both the correct and incor
by computer, and whatever number
rect numbers appear) and cor
the cashier keyed right under it. If
rected; the current list is filed for
the service bureau’s check-digit-ver
possible reference; and the delin
ification procedure indicates a bad
quent list goes to the credit depart
number, this stub immediately
ment for notation against the state
shows what the correct number
ment copies.
should be, thus virtually eliminating
mispostings.
Credit department assistance
Office copies of the current state
ments are filed in normal course in
At this point a discussion of
the customer files. Office copies of
credit referrals is in order. Once the
delinquent statements go to the
switch to tele-processing is com
credit department to form the basis
plete, the problem is solved. Any
for action. It is expected that by this
account balance, plus date of last
May-June,
19681968
Published
by eGrove,
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THIS IS YOUR STATEMENT

Royal

Furniture
Company

2936 THIRD AVE. Corner 152nd St., Bronx, N. Y. 10455
Open daily 9 AM until 9:30 PM
DATE

635-0910

10/31/67

Account No. 67.4053.5

SAVE TIME—ALWAYS BRING
THIS COMPLETE STATEMENT
WHEN BUYING OR PAYING

PLEASE NOTIFY US AT ONCE OF ANY CHANGE OF ADDRESS

PAYMENTS OR OTHER
TRANSACTIONS AFTER
STATEMENT DATE WILL AP
PEAR ON NEXT STATEMENT

SAVE ADDITIONAL CREDIT
SERVICE CHARGE — MAKE

'payments

WHEN

DATE

ITEM

10/06/67
10/07/67
10/14/67
10/17/67
10/21/67
10/28/67

FIRST PAYMT
FIRST PAYMT
OFFICE PAYMT
INSTAL SALE
OFFICE PAYMT
OFFICE PAYMT

PAYMENTS
OR CREDITS

PURCHASES
OR CHARGES

PREVIOUS BALANCE

10.00
152.98
10.00

272.98

10.00
10.00

DUE

.50

CREDIT SERVICE CHG.

ENTIRE BALANCE MAY BE

BALANCE

►

PLEASE
PAY
PER TERMS
WITHIN
5
DAYS

$80.50

YOUR TERMS ARE

$2.00

EACH WEEK

PAYMENT NOW DUE
(INCLUDES PAST DUE PAYMENTS IF ANY)

Royal Furniture Company, Inc.

Royal Furniture Company, Inc.
2936 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

Account No.

Account No.

2936 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

67-4053-5

67-4053-5

DO NOT DETACH

DO NOT DETACH

Royal Furniture Company, Inc.

Royal Furniture Company, Inc.
2936 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

Account No.

DO NOT DETACH
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2936 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

67-4053-5

Account No.

67-4053-5

DO NOT DETACH
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money we could, if necessary, re
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole ceive
issue] a daily or weekly print-out of
every
balance.
OFFICE COPY
The greatest assistance to the
Royal Furniture Company, Inc.
credit department, however, comes
 2936 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
from the twice-a-month automatic
dunning procedure. The computer
scans the non-delinquent accounts
(the delinquent accounts are pre
sumably being handled manually)
DATE
for signs of incipient delinquencyaccounts with no action for 10 days
or more—and prepares dunning or
67-4053-5
reminder notices which differ ac
cording to the length of time and
the amount of the balances. These
notices are pre-inserted in enve
lopes and come off the computer
ready to mail. This saves much
work in the credit and typing de
partments and helps prevent month
end delinquency.

DATE

PURCHASES
OR CHARGES

ITEM

PAYMENTS
OR CREDITS

BALANCE

PREV. BAL.

10/06
10/07
10/14
10/17
10/21
10/28

FIRST PAY
FIRST PAY
OFFICE PA
INSTAL SA
OFFICE PA
OFFICE PA
CR. SERV. CHG.

272.98

10.00
152.98
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00CR
162.98CR
172.98CR
100.00
90.00
80.00

.50

S80.50
ACCUMULATED

terms:

$2.00

DATE OF LAST PAYMENT:

EACH WEEK

ARREARS:

10/06/67

status:

1.00

CURRENT

Security measures
As a precaution against disaster,
the service bureau furnishes to the
client a magnetic tape at the end
of each month’s run containing all
of the pertinent details of the cus
tomer files. From this the file could
be reconstructed by updating with
the current month’s punched paper
tape. This would be difficult and
costly, but the availability of the
tape ensures at least that the in
formation is not lost and can be
retrieved if needed. The client has
also in its vault a copy of the pro
grams used, to assist in disaster re
habilitation if needed.

Economic considerations
The statements show current action and credit charges, terms, and accum
ulated arrears and give clear instructions to bring the statements in when
making payments. The attached stubs virtually eliminate mispostings.

payment, terms, and other desired
information will be forthcoming in
stantly upon typing the number on
the teletype machine. This informa
tion is available at remarkably low
additional cost. In the interim, how
ever, we have taken the calculated
risk of working without ledger
cards. We have the previous
month’s statement. Where necessary
we can scan the current month’s
May-June,
19681968
Published
by eGrove,



transaction lists for more recent
events. This is not
hard as it
sounds. Early in the month there
are few lists. In the later days the
customer can help by giving dates
from payment receipts or from
memory. Since the number of ac
counts involved during the first six
months (spring and summer) is
relatively small, we have lived with
the problem, knowing that for extra

By the time the system is fully
converted (an eighteen-month pro
cess at the rate we are phasing in)
we expect to show sufficient saving
to pay about two-thirds of the cost
of the new system, plus consider
able increased income. We are
showing unexpectedly good re
sponse to the circulars included in
the monthly statement mailing and
good customer reaction to the whole
system. In addition, we shall have
the teletype capability to enable us
to attack the next problem, in
ventory, also on a real time basis.
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Control of business travel expense is neglected in
many organizations, partly, at least, because the cler
ical
such control is so high. The solution may
lie
the use a computer.

COMPUTERIZED CONTROL OF

TRAVEL EXPENSES
by Michael R. Tyran
General Dynamics Corporation

meetings, etc.) is an account within
travel is a “sleeper” ex
the total overhead classification.
pense that usually fails to re
ceive the emphasis appropriate toWithout specific attention to the
segregation and review of travel
it when management evaluates the
costs its effects on the total cost of
financial aspects of operations. This
doing business cannot be measured.
is not to say that travel costs are
This neglect may lead to profit
ignored but rather that their sig
dilution as well as to poor planning
nificance is blurred because they
and control in the travel activity
are included in broader categories
itself.
of analysis and reporting.
Few realize how much it actually
In the aerospace industry in par
costs an organization to support the
ticular, direct travel (associated
travel operation in its aggregate
with a contract requirement) is
total. Not only the direct costs but
typically part of the “other direct
also the effectiveness with which
cost” element in the accounting sys
travelers’ time is utilized must be
tem, and indirect travel expense
considered. Effective surveillance
(overhead-type activities such as
and control of travel activity are
seminar attendance, professional
usiness

B
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of

of

a must if maximum benefit at lowest
cost is to be achieved from business
travel expenditures.

Problem
In assessing the travel reporting
needs of the Pomona Division of
General Dynamics Corporation, the
financial staff found that the cost
of manual preparation of adequate
and timely control reports was pro
hibitive. To exercise adequate con
trol the following information had
to be available:
1. Identification of travelers by
organizational units for expenditure
responsibility and monitoring

Management Services 34

2. Determination of overall divi
sion cash advances for planning
of Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]
: Management
commitments and measurement of
the effect on cash requirements
3. Analysis of the need for and
validity
the trip from top man
agement’s point of view
4. Evaluation commonality for
trips and destinations in order to
see, for example, whether distant
trips could be consolidated with
one person performing more than
one activity, as in the case of cus
tomer and vendor liaison
5. Assessment of the number of
individuals traveling to the same
seminars and conferences and reso
lution of the pros and cons, par
ticularly in the case of indirect per
sonnel
6. Information on outstanding
advances and travel account de
linquencies
7. Ability to summarize for each
functional executive the extent
his subordinates’ travel and the at
tendant cost—a reporting tool that
would provide him with a basis for
control

Mechanization
To meet these needs with a mini
mum of clerical effort and
it
was decided to develop a mechan
ized travel reporting system
a
means of reviewing and evaluating
the amount
traveling being done
and measuring
effects on the cost
doing business and on the attain
ment of operational objectives. The
resulting computerized system,
which is described in this article,

gives management timely informa
tion on the following aspects of
travel activity:
1. The number and type of em
ployees (direct or indirect) on
travel status and the durations
their trips
2. Identification of each traveler
by organizational unit within the
president’s executive staff functions
3. The purpose of each trip and
the specific destinations to be
visited
4. The type and amount of each
advance made and the effect on
the cash flow
May19681968
Published
byJune,
eGrove,

EXHIBIT A
Manually Prepared Travel Documents

5. Travel costs and company un
reimbursed advances outstanding.

Former system
Under the system in effect before
computerization, when an indi-

MICHAEL R. TYRAN, su
pervisor of the finan
cial project development
group on the controller’s
staff of General Dynam
ics in Pomona, Calif.,
has served as manager
of financial systems and
procedures and finan
cial forecasting/budgets
at Lockheed Missiles and as corporate budget
director of Collins Radio Company. He re
ceived his B.S. degree from Rider College
and his M.B.A. degree in industrial manage
ment from the University of Southern Cali
fornia.

vidual was required to make a busi
ness trip he prepared a travel order
(as shown in Exhibit A on this
page) and submitted it his orga
nization for approval. If he needed
an advance, he would present the
travel order to the cashier, who
entered the amount of the advance
on the same document after the
money was paid. This information
was forwarded to the travel section,
which posted it to the employee
travel register (which is also shown
in Exhibit A).
After completion of the trip the
employee prepared a travel report
(illustrated in Exhibit A) indicating
the details of the trip, the expend
itures incurred and allowed, and
the amount due him or the com
pany. These data were also for33
35

chanical procedure is outlined in
Exhibit
B onNo.this
page.
As the
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 5 [1968],
3, Art.
9
exhibit shows, the procedure is
rather simple; the major part of the
processing involves the sorting and
manipulation of input into the file
records.
The primary input into the sys
tem is shown in Exhibit C on page
35. It includes such pertinent in
formation about the traveler as his
employee number and organiza
tional unit, the executive .staff mem
ber to whom he is responsible, the
travel order number, the charge
number, the reason for the trip, the
destination, the amount and type of
advance, the duration of the trip,
etc. This document is prepared by
the travel section and submitted to
the keypunch group along with
such other data associated with
travel expenses as return of cash
and liquidation of advances.
Future program controls, not
completely implemented at this
time, will edit and audit the input
data. The audit file will check the
traveler’s staff identification (the
responsible executive staff mem
ber), organization, and type of em
ployee classification (direct or in
direct) by matching the employee
number entered against the file.
mismatch will cause the data to be
rejected and listed on a suspense
report for correction and resubmis
sion.
Certain program tables had to
be constructed in order to reduce
the amount of input detail. These
processing parameters are shown in
Exhibit D on page 35. Codes were
EXHIBIT B
assigned to each executive staff
member, destination, reason for
trip, and type of advance and to
warded to the travel section for
(when time criteria for reimburse
certain transactions. The input of a
posting in the employee travel
ment were not met). Only in iso
given code into the system, if valid,
register.
lated cases was any attempt made
results in an action (transactions
At the end of the month a trial
to prepare travel analysis reports
and B,
shown on the exhibit)
balance was prepared from the em
such as those that are described in
ployee travel register summarizing
the latter part of this article.
and/or triggers the output of the
narrative description—specific ex
the status of each employee’s ac
ecutive staff designation, destina
count as well as the “advance” posi
Current system
tion, and reason for the trip.
tion, etc., for the division as a
Under the current procedure
whole. The trial balance and the
most of this process is computer
other detailed records maintained
Computer processing
ized. (The travel order and
provided the basis for journal
All the travel information is
pense report, however, are still pre
vouchers, corporate status reports,
stored on tape. The following propared manually.) The basic me
and direct payroll deductions

MECHANICAL TRAVEL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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TRAVEL ORDER INPUT DATA
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EXHIBIT D

May-June,
19681968
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DETAILED OUTPUT REPORTING
TRAVEL ORDER ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY

Special processing

parameters
were entered

to reduce the amount
of input detail.
Input into the system

of a given code,
say, X or B,

results in an action
and/or triggers the output
of a narrative
description.

EXHIBIT E



cedure governs its processing:
An entry coded B is made for an
individual traveling on a "Blanket
order,” which indicates that the
duration of the trip is flexible and/
or that a number of trips are
authorized against the same travel
order. The program searches the
previous week’s file record for Bcoded identifiers and, if it finds
them, deletes the traveler from the
file. The B-coded record is no
longer valid for the current period’s
reporting because a traveler in this
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category comes and goes at infre
quent intervals and generally does
not have advances outstanding. As
a matter of procedure, if a traveler
does not have an advance on his
initial departure and he is on a
blanket order, his name and trip
acknowledgment are not listed on
the input into the system.
An
code entry on the input
ies that there is ah adjustment
to be made to the amount of the
traveler’s advance. The adjustment
can result from “unused advance

Management Services
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TRAVEL EXPENSE PROCESSING

A planned addition

to the computer program
will automatically adjust
the records of

expense account advances;
this information

will be available
in the computer file
from the expense
EXHIBIT F

returns” or travel expense report
submissions.
search is automatic
ally made for X-coded entries;
when one is located, the program
adjusts the traveler’s  “advance
amount” to the new input amount.
The purpose of this procedure is
to reflect at all times the exact
amount of traveler advances out
standing. A future addition to the
computer program will automatic
ally make this adjustment to the
record because the changes in the
advance status account will be
available in the computer file from
the travel expense reporting system.
To process the input related to
PublishedMay-June,
by eGrove,1968
1968

reporting system.

the duration of the trip, the com
puter adds six days to the return
date in order to determine whether
the individual is to be listed in the
current period’s (or the prior
week’s) activity reporting. (The
six days represent an arbitrary
parameter to include those travelers
who may have overextended their
trips.) If the adjusted date precedes
the current reporting date, the
traveler’s record is deleted from the
file. If the adjusted return date is
later than the reporting date, the
record is listed. For example, sup
pose the date of return is Septem
ber 21. Six days are added to calcu-
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way. The head count summary total
TRAVEL
EXPENSE
PROCESSING
Management
Services:
A Magazine
of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
5 [1968],
No.number
3, Art. 9 of different
depends
on the
reasons for each individual’s travel.
Travel data also are summarized
by “executive staff organization.”
This data sort reports the total
number of employees and travel
advances classified by the executive
staff members to whom they report.
Travel data for the subordinates of
each executive staff member are re
ported on the president’s portion of
the staff travel report.
Travel information is segregated
by executive staff organizational
unit and listed in detail for each
staff member so that he can analyze
the travel performed within his own
group. Trips are summarized by
destination and by reason for trip.
Travel report data indicating ex
pense entitlement, return of unused
advances, and traveler reimburse
ment (as appropriate) are totaled
and compared to the travel analysis
reporting record of advances to ob
tain the net outstanding. This
amount is reported in subsequent
listings and summaries.
The computer program also can
report output based on account
number input. When the input in
dicates accounts 164 and 165, for
example, the traveler type will be
mechanically identified and re
ported
direct, and the reason for
the trip will always be classified
“other direct charges.” This pro
cedure not only decreases the
vances made in cash, by company
late the adjusted date. Then the
amount of input required but also
check, or by traveler’s check are
action date for deletion purposes is
assures proper classification of
identified
separately
to
distinguish
September 27. If the date of the re
traveler and reason for trip through
them from cash and checks issued
port is September 28, the record is
an account identifier.
to the traveler at the time of his
deleted. If the return date had been
departure.
September 30, on the other hand,
The program file records are
the traveler’s name would be listed
Output
processed by destination identifica
in the prior week’s report, indicat
Each week three basic groups
tion and summarized by number
ing that the individual was still on
reports are issued.
of these
individuals traveling to each loca
travel status on the report date.
are shown in Exhibit E on page 36.
tion. The number of different lo
The computer reports and sum
The travel order analysis and
cations visited determines the head
marizes direct, indirect, and total
summary report (illustrated in Ex
count totals. For example, if a per
travelers for both the current and
hibit E) lists all the detailed travel
son traveled to three different loca
prior week. If a traveler’s name is
er data from the input submission
tions, head count totals would in
reported more than once, it is
in two sections—prior week’s ad
clude the individual in three desti
counted only as one in the total re
justed
record and current week’s in
nations,
and
he
would
be
reflected
ported head count.
put.
It
provides management and
in
the
aggregate
total
head
count
The program also summarizes the
accounting
and supervisory person
as three.
advances and reports this informa
nel with a detailed review of travel
The “reason for trip” classification
tion in total at the end of the report
er status in the division. The sum
is summarized in much the same
listing, as shown in Exhibit D. Ad
38
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mary indicates the total number of
section posts the pertinent traveler
cessing of trial balances, journal
travelers by type (direct
or
in
information
to
the
employee
travel
vouchers,
and the like. How a com
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]
direct) and the amount of ad
register for control and reporting
puterized system would work is il
vances. This report is used pri
purposes. (The data contained in
lustrated in Exhibit
on page 38.
marily for reference—to find out
the register are illustrated in Ex
who is traveling where, why, and
hibit A.)
Benefits
with what amount of advance.
If a wire advance is required, the
The division summaries by staff,
check to Western Union or the
We have found the computerized
destination, and reason are also in
bank is prepared. After the proper
travel system easy to understand,
dicated on Exhibit E. They permit
approvals have been obtained, the
install, and operate. The principal
management to review rapidly the
advance is wired or mailed to the
benefits may be summarized
number of travelers by specific staff
traveler, and this information is
1. The system provides for de
posted to the register.
organization identification, by the
tailed computer storage, control,
different locations being visited,
When reimbursement of an ad
and reporting of travel input.
2. The need for manual record
and by the various reasons for
vance exceeds a prescribed time
travel; to evaluate overall divisional
limit for settlement of advance ac
keeping and for clerical manipula
counts, a payroll deduction report
travel activity; and to take action
tion has become minimal.
if needed.
3. Reporting is timely; processing
is prepared authorizing the payroll
section to deduct what is owed the
Sectional reports (not shown)
could even be on a daily cycle if
company from the employee’s sal
are prepared for the various staff
that should be required.
executives reporting to the presi
ary. The amount that can be de
4. Additional reports and specific
ducted
from
any
one
paycheck
is
information
can be extracted di
dent for their use in reviewing their
subordinates’ travel activities and
limited to a pre-established total.
rectly from the computer file record
This information is posted to the
status. These reports are basically
without difficulty.
travel register.
similar to those prepared for overall
5. The system provides a means
At the end of the month a
division reporting. Their detail sup
for systematic analysis of travel
monthly trial balance is prepared
activity and associated expenses.
ports the summaries received by
reflecting the following informa
6. It gives management a tool for
top management.
tion: the name of the traveler; his
periodically reviewing the extent of
travel activity without the need for
organization and his employee
Travel expense reporting
special studies and analyses.
number; the current month’s ad
Furthermore, the computerized
vance balance outstanding; out
Mechanical accumulation, re
travel control system is a prelimi
cording, and reporting of informa
standing balances for the periods of
nary to on line-real time reporting.
tion about travel expenses would
31-60 days, 61-90 days, and over 90
In the future the transmittal prep
also be desirable. This processing
days; travel order and report num
aration and document submission to
has not yet been put on the com
bers; and journal vouchers con
the keypunchers will be replaced
puter, although it would not be
cerned. This information is sum
by a mechanical input/output key
difficult to do so.
marized from the employee travel
board device at the participating
Under the present system, shown
register.
organization’s location. This will
in Exhibit F on page 37, the
At the end of the month journal
eliminate document movement be
vouchers are prepared to reflect the
cashier section forwards the travel
tween
organizations,
facilitate
following transactions: travel
order and report and the cash and
paper handling, save clerical time
pense, return of unused travel ad
check issue documents to the travel
and effort in preparing input trans
vances, payroll deductions, intersection. The travel section in turn
mittals and in keypunching, and im
divisional employee advances, and
performs the following functions:
prove the timeliness and accuracy
corrections of invalid data on the
The travel section forwards the
of the reporting.
mechanical travel expense report.
travel report to the accounts pay
No progressive organization can
The
accumulation,
recording,
and
able audit group, which performs
afford
to overlook the potential of
reporting
of
these
data
to
maintain
the audit function and batches the
a
computerized
travel control sys
control of travelers’ advances and
reports for transmittal to the key
tem. It provides a practical method
expenses require a great deal of
punch group. The data are pro
for evaluating the amount of travel
cessed by computer, and a monthly
clerical time. Actually, the whole
within an organization and assess
process could be readily computer
travel expense report is produced.
ing the need for such travel and its
ized with minimum time and effort.
This report contains the amount of
contribution to the accomplishment
Instead of manual maintenance of
advances outstanding for each trav
of organizational objectives. Fur
the employee register, the data
eler listed by employee number,
thermore, it is an effective means of
could be stored in the computer file
general ledger account, voucher
financial control of advances out
and retrieved
required either
number, and due date.
standing.
specifically or via batch report pro
From these documents the travel
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1968
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It may be desirable to order from only a few vendors
even if they are not
bidders on all items.
These authors describe a computerized routine for
balancing material against purchasing costs
—

ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVE BIDS
by W. N. Smith and J. R. McCreight
The Dow Chemical Company

company receives
bids for one hundred dif
ferent items from ten bidders
a relatively simple job to determine
 and
the lowest bidder on each item
hence the lowest material cost for
the package. Unfortunately, for the
purchasing agent life is seldom
this simple.
Consider the replenishing of
stock for a large corporation’s main
tenance supply inventory. Inven
tories containing as many as 20,000 to 30,000 stockkeeping units
are not uncommon. At a normal
hen

W

turnover rate this might require a
hundred or so replenishment orders
ita isweek. If bids must be taken, the
lead time would require a much
higher inventory level for the same
service level than would be re
quired without bidding. Yet with
out competitive bids the buyer is at
the mercy of the seller. Further
more, in the case of government
agencies competitive bids are
usually required by law.
The compromise solution to this
problem adopted by many corpora
tions is the use of contract orders

40
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low

or term contracts. Under this sys
tem the bids are for the quantity of
a commodity estimated to be re
quired for a period of time, usually
one year. The material is shipped
and billings are made on the basis
of releases issued by the buyer as
the need arises. Bids can be taken
in advance of the end of the cur
rent time period; thus, the need for
bids need not affect the normal
lead time.
The advantages to both the
buyer and seller under the contract
order system are obvious. Even
Management Services 42

greater benefits accrue to both par
: Management
1968 [whole issue]
ties, however, if bids are
taken not Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June
Class Total Array for Each Bidder*
Vendors
on individual stockkeeping items
DEF
GHI
ABC
JKL
Class
MNO
Winner
but on logical or conventional
2078.83
2158.80
2076.56
2099.99
2343.60
1
2076.56
groupings of these items. For exam
2407.84
2076.84
2596.78
2977.61
2
2076.84
3813.20
3196.48
3606.97
3565.23
3
ple, alloy pipe fittings are logically
3196.48
4202.30
4093.12
3286.32
4441.96
4822.39
4
3286.32
categorized as a class by type of fit
0.00
3312.74
4014.11
5
11267.91
7209.18
5825.55
7314.26
5825.55
6
ting, alloy, and pressure rating; the
809.60
673.60
237.60
395.20
280.80
237.60
7
various standard pipe
of a
4716.36
5859.57
4067.89
5518.02
3753.17
8
3753.17
0.00
3248.33
2455.76
2455.76
9
given fitting would constitute the2748.66
3064.66
3425.46
3064.66
3696.47
3580.53
3917.11
10
members of that class. Thus, it
108.00
150.95
127.24
108.10
108.00
11
162.78
491.88
707.30
705.86
491.88
744.93
737.32
12
would be reasonable to accept bids
89.64
69.43
75.57
87.85
69.43
13
for this class of commodity rather
6269.20
7263.14
14
6269.20
8287.77
6787.73
6279.17
6556.85
15
7159.95
than for the individual members
41837.08
51578.95
42682.71
44946.60
54403.93,
54292.47
the class.
*Lowest Bid for Each Class in Rightmost Column
The class, then, is the smallest
Following are the Non-Tie Totals for Each Bidder:
15743.45
491.88
3196.48
19913.66
307.03
unit for which contract orders
Following are the Totals for Each Bidder After Ties Have Been Allocated:
would be placed. If a logical class
15851.44
491.88
307.03
19913.66
grouping has an estimated need
41839.31
This Would Give A Total Cost of
too small to warrant the issuance
41493.31
The Total on a Low Item Rather than a Low Class Basis is
of a contract order, it should be
combined with other classes for
bidding purposes.
TABLE I
The composition of a class is im
portant. The class should be large
they chose to bid on a class they
estimated needs for each item for
enough so that the seller would be
had to bid on each item within the
the coming year (based on the
willing to accept a contract order
class.
previous year’s usage.) They were
for this class alone. In deciding
Because of the somewhat confi
instructed to enter a unit bid for
whether to issue a contract order
dential nature of these bids, ficti
each item but were told that
for a single class (or even a combi
tious bidder identifications are
awards would be made on the
nation
classes) the buyer must
used in the exhibits, and only class
basis of class totals obtained by
analyze the potential savings after
dollar totals—without use quanti
summing the extensions for each
considering all costs, not just those
ties—are given.
item in a class. Each vendor was
of the commodity.
The first important summary
informed that he might be awarded
the results is shown in the upper
the order for one or more classes.
Bid analysis routine
part of Table 1 on this page. Each
The vendors were permitted to bid
column shows the class bids for a
on any number of classes, but if
To assist our purchasing agents
vendor. The winner column shows
in making these decisions we have
the
lowest bid for each class.
developed a bid analysis routine
that incorporates a number of use
W. N. SMITH is a sys
ful summaries, tables, and com
tems specialist with The
Tie bids
Dow Chemical Company
parisons. Use of the routine requires
in Freeport, Texas. He
Tie bids are not uncommon, and
a computer, since many of the sum
received his B. S. degree
some
provision must be made for
maries and comparisons would be
in chemical engineering
handling them. Two or more ven
from the University of
prohibitively time-consuming if
Texas. Mr. Smith is the
dors may submit identical bids for
done by hand. With the thought
author of numerous sci
a class, and these bids may be low
that the routine might be useful to
entific
and
technical
publications. He is a member of the American
er than all others. Or two or more
others if adapted to their needs, it
Institute of Chemical Engineers and the As
(low) bids may be so close to each
is briefly outlined in this article,
sociation for Computing Machinery and is a
other that the difference is insigni
with a case example illustrated in
registered professional engineer.
J. R. McCREIGHT is a
ficant. These latter we call virtual
the exhibits.
marketing representative
ties. In our computer program an
In our illustrative example bids
at IBM Corporation in
input variable defines the minimum
were taken on approximately 200
Houston, Texas. He was
formerly
employed
at
percentage by which two bids must
items divided into 15 classes of al
The Dow
Com
differ
if they are not to be con
loy pipe fittings. Five bidders were
pany as programer and
sidered
virtual ties. In the example
then systems analyst.
furnished with bid information that
Mr. McCreight received
of
this
paper
1 per cent is used for
included a complete description of
his B. S. from the Uni
this
variable;
that is, bids that are
each item and a statement of our
versity of Houston.
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3526.68
9010.56

1 per cent or less than 1 per cent
apart are classified
ties.
Managementvirtual
Services:
A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and
Controls,
5 [1968], No. 3, Art. 9
Allocation
of Vol.
Tie Bids
The winner column total in Table
The Following Array Indicates The Classes That Contained Ties, Who The Tie Bidders Were, and
Who Was Awarded the Tied Bid. A 1 in a Bidder Column Indicates this Bidder Was One of
1 thus indicates the material costs
Those Tied. A 2 Indicates the Bidder Who Received the Bid.
if we are willing to award five con
DEF
GHI
JKL
ABC
MNO
Class
F
tract orders, one to each vendor.
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
This procedure will give the lowest
0
0
0
0
0
3
material cost. However, it also re
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
5
sults in the highest accounting and
0
0
0
0
0
6
record keeping costs for processing
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
8
the orders. If processing costs are
0
0
0
0
0
9
high, it might be more economical
0
0
0
0
10
0
1
0
0
2
0
11
to issue fewer contract orders even
0
0
0
0
0
12
0
at the expense of an increase in
0
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
0
14
0
material cost. How to determine
0
0
0
0
0
15
the exact amount of this increase
in material cost is illustrated in the
various tables.
If processing costs were so high
TABLE 2
as to make a single contract order
desirable, we would refer to the
column totals in Table 1, which
show each contractor’s total bid for
the entire fifteen classes. Vendor
DEF has the lowest column total,
but the zeros for Class 4 and Class
9 indicate that he did not bid on
these classes. Hence, if we wanted
to award all fifteen classes to a
TABLE 3
single vendor we would choose
GHI, who has the lowest total
those who bid on all classes.
Normally, however, let us assume
Distribution of Class Awards
that a vendor will be awarded an
CLASS
CLASS NAME
CLASS TOTAL
order for each class for which his
The GHI Company
2
Coupling, Monel, Standard Duty, 125 Lb.
2076.84
bid is lower than all the rest. The
4
Elbow, Monel, 90-Degree, Std. Duty, Scr.
3286.32
sum of the dollar value of these
6
Nipple, Monel, Standard Duty, Screwed
5825.55
9
Tee, Monel, Screwed, Standard Duty ¼
classes is called the vendor’s non
14
Union, Monel, Standard Duty Screw
In
6269.20
tie total. (This sum does not in
15 Classes Bid.
5 Classes Awarded.
clude classes for which he may be
The Dollar Value of All Bids Awarded to This Vendor is
19913.67
tied for low.) The larger the ven
The MNO Company
5
Elbow, Stainless Steel, Screw, Type 304
3312.74
dor’s non-tie total the greater the
8
Nipple, Stainless Steel, Type 304, Scr.
3753.17
dollar value of class bids in which
10
Tee, Stainless Steel, Type 304, Standard
3064.66
11
Thred-O-Lets, Monel, 6000 Lb. Bonney 1 In
108.00
he outbid all the rest.
Union, Stainless Steel, Type 304, Standard
15 Classes Bid.
5 Classes Awarded.
The Dollar Value of all Bids Awarded to this Vendor is
The DEF Company
1
Bushings, Pipe, Stainless Steel, Type 30
3
Coupling, Stainless Steel, Type 304, Std.
13 Classes Bid.
2 Classes Awarded.
The Dollar Value of all Bids Awarded to this Vendor is
The ABC Company
12
Thred-O-Lets,
6000 Lb, Bonney
15 Classes Bid.
1 Classes Awarded.
The Dollar Value of all Bids Awarded to this Vendor is
The JKL Company
7
Nipple, Nickel, Sch. 80, Screwed ½ In.
13
Thred-O-Lets, Stainless Steel, Type 304
1 5 Classes Bid.
2 Classes Awarded.
The Dollar Value of all Bids Awarded to this Vendor is
15

Allocation of ties
The non-tie total is the key item
used in our bid analysis routine for
breaking ties. If two or more ven
dors submit tying low bids for a
class, the bid is awarded to the
vendor with the largest non-tie to
tal.
Table 2 on this page shows the
results of the tie-breaking routine.
A non-zero number indicates that
a vendor was tied (virtually or
actually) for low with his bid for

15851.44
2078.83

5275.31

491.88

491.88
237.60
69.43

307.03
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Nickel,

5612.89

3196.48
2455.76

The bid for this class was awarded
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole to
issue]
DEF because he had a larger
Showing Elimination of Vendor JKL
non-tie
total than ABC. The non
The Following Array Gives The Class Totals for Each Bidder. The Lowest Bid is Shown in the
Last Column.
tie totals are shown on Table 1.
ARRAY OF VENDOR CLASS TOTALS
After all ties have been allocated,
JKL
Winner
GHI
MNO
ABC
DEF
Class
new
totals for each vendor are cal
0.00
2076.56
2076.56
2078.83
1
0.00
2076.84
2076.84
2977.61
2407.84
2596.78
2
culated and shown on Table 1.
0.00
3565.23
3606.97
3196.48
3813.20
3196.48
3
Three grand totals are also shown
3286.32
3286.32
0.00
4202.30
4093.12
4
0.00
3312.74
0.00
4014.11
5
in Table 1. Under the winner col
0.00
11267.91
5825.55
7209.18
6
umn is the cost if awards are made
395.20
280.80
0.00
673.60
280.80
809.60
7
0.00
3753.17
3753.17
5859.57
4067.89
4716.36
8
by class by absolute low bids. The
0.00
3526.68
2455.76
3074.35
0.00
2455.76
9
next to last line shows the total if
0.00
3064.66
3064.66
3425.46
3580.53
10
3696.47
108.00
0.00
108.00
127.24
162.78
150.95
11
ties are allocated. The last line
0.00
705.86
491.88
707.30
744.93
491.88
12
shows what the total would be if
0.00
80.49
75.57
87.85
89.64
75.57
13
6269.20
0.00
6269.20
7849.84
7263.14
14
the lowest bid per item rather than
0.00
5612.89
6279.17
6556.85
6787.73
15
per
class were used as a basis
41837.08
0.00
54403.93
44946.60
42682.71
51578.95
awards. This can be thought of as
are the Non-Tie Totals for Each Bidder:
0.00
15851.46
491.88
3272.05
20194.47
an absolutely low bid. By compar
Following are the Totals for Each Bidder After Ties Have Been Allocated:
ing
it with the other totals we can
0.00
15851.46
5350.88
20194.47
491.88
see the apparent cost of classifying
This Would Give a Total Cost of
41888.69
The Total on a Low Item Rather than a Low Class Basis is
41493.31
items. (We say apparent because
there is no adjustment for the in
crease in processing cost if a per
item basis is used.)
TABLE 4
Table 3 on page 42 is a partial
listing of the actual bid awards to
be made if we are willing to pro
cess five contract orders. We can
see from Table 1 that the material
TABLE 5
cost will increase $3,107.25 if we
award all classes to Vendor GHI,
who submitted the lowest grand to
tal.
(Vendor DEF did not bid on
Showing the Results of Eliminating Three Vendors
all classes.) The purchasing agent
The Following Array Gives the Class Totals for Each Bidder. The Lowest Bid is Shown in the Last
Column.
must determine whether the addi
Winner
GHI
MNO
JKL
DEF—
ABC
Class
tional purchasing costs of process
0.00
2158.80
0.00
0.00
1
ing five contract orders are greater
0.00
2977.61
2076.84
0.00
0.00
2
3606.97
3565.23
0.00
0.00
3565.23
0.00
3
than this added material cost.
0.00
4822.39
3286.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
3312.74
0.00
0.00
0.00
11267.91
5825.55
0.00
0.00
395.20
0.00
280.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
3753.17
0.00
4067.89
0.00
0.00
3526.68
2455.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
3064.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
108.00
0.00
162.78
0.00
0.00
705.86
744.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
87.85
80.49
0.00
0.00
9010.56
6269.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5612.89
0.00
54403.93
0.00
0.00
44946.60
0.00
Following are the Non-Tie Totals for Each Bidder:
0.00
16637.81
0.00
0.00
25859.69
Following are the Totals for Each Bidder After Ties have Been Allocated:
0.00
16637.81
0.00
0.00
25859.69
This Would Give a Total Cost of
The Total on a Low Item Rather Than a Low Class Basis is
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

that
A figure 2 indicates the
vendor who was awarded the bid
on the basis of the tie-breaking
routine just described. (A figure 1
indicates the losing tie bidder.)

2158.80
...
.

3064.66
........5612.89
2099.99
.

108.00
705.86
80.49

42497.50

42497.50
41493.31

In our example, Vendor ABC was
low bidder for Class 1. However,
since Vendor DEF’s bid was with
in 1 per cent of Vendor ABC’s,
these bids were considered tied.

Vendor elimination
As the number of vendors to
whom contract orders are written
decreases, the cost of the material
* In the tables that illustrate this article
only the material costs under the various
purchasing alternatives are tabulated; no
effort has been made to calculate the as
sociated purchasing costs with which
they are to be compared. The cost of
processing a contract purchase order
might vary considerably from one com
pany to another. In addition, this in
formation is generally considered confi
dential. Therefore, we preferred to take
the other approach and point out the
maximum amount that purchasing costs
would have to be to prevent
from
adding an additional contract to supply
the material needed.
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3286.32
3312.74
5825.55
280.80
3753.17

5825.55

summary. It spells out the step-byincreases but the clerical costs go
Management Services: A Magazine
Planning,the
Systems,
Vol.
Art. 9 cost as we
downofbecause
fewerand
theControls,
ven
step5 [1968],
changeNo.
in 3,
material
dors the less the paperwork. It is
change from awarding five orders
important to know what the ma
to awarding a single order.
terial cost is for five vendors, four
vendors, and so on down to one
Optimum cost combination
vendor. The remainder of the com
puter program is devoted to this
Now the purchasing agent is in a
analysis.
position to compare changes in ma
In the analysis, each vendor is
terial costs with changes in pur
omitted, one at a time, and a new
chasing costs as the number of
winner total is calculated. First is
vendors is varied and find the opti
the case in which one vendor is
mum cost combination. Purchasing
eliminated. The four vendors giving
costs are not tabulated here be
the smallest winner total are se
cause the cost of processing a con
lected, and the complete bid analy
tract order may vary considerably
sis is then repeated with only these
from one company to another, de
four vendors. The summary results
pending, among other things, upon
for this case appear in Table 4 on
accounting procedures, inventory
page 43. This table shows the ef
policy, and statistical records of
fect of eliminating one bidder, the
vendor performance obtained for
one that would have the least ef
the purchasing agent.
fect on the winner total.
From these tables, however, the
With this computer routine
Next, each possible pair of ven
purchasing agent who knows what
the purchasing agent
dors is eliminated one by one, and
it costs to process each additional
new
winner
totals
are
determined.
purchase order can easily identify
can compare
The three vendors whose combined
the least-cost alternative. In our
changes in material costs
bids result in the smallest winner
example, Table 6 tells us that we
total are identified.
can expect to save $2,449.11 per
with changes
This procedure is continued until
year in material costs by issuing
in purchasing costs
a single vendor is left or until no
two contracts instead of
If
more
vendors
can
be
eliminated.
the
processing
cost
of
the
addition
as the number of vendors
(If a vendor is the only one to bid
al contract will exceed this amount,
is varied
on a certain class, he cannot be
the purchasing agent should stick
eliminated if we are to order that
to the single contract. If not, he is
and find the optimum
However, this may one.
be the
s. class
justified in issuing two orders.
cost combination.
only
awarded to him.)
We can see from Table 6 that the
Table 5 on page 43 shows the
expected incremental savings in
results after eliminating three ven
material costs become much smaller
dors. The bids of the two remain
as we consider more than two con
ing produce a lower winner total
tracts. It is unlikely that these sav
than the bids of any other pair.
ings would offset processing costs
Table 6 on this page presents a final
in most companies.

TABLE 6

Summary of Bid Analysis
(Family for which Bid Analysis was Run: Alloy Pipe Fittings)

Number
of
Vendors
Considered
5
4
3
2
1
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Estimated
Total
Cost
41839.31
41888.65
42102.62
42497.45
44946.56

Change
in
Total Cost
0.00
49.34
213.98
394.83
2449.11

Cum Change
in
Total Cost
0.00
49.34
263.32
658.14
3107.25

Vendors Considered
with Listing
in Decreasing
Order of
Total Awarded
3, 5, 2, 1, 4,
3, 5, 2, 1,
3, 5, 2,
3, 5,
3,
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This new approach to problem solving can lead to
better decisions if properly applied. However,
technique can only complement, not replace, the ex
ecutive’s own knowledge and experience.

STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
by Benny R. Copeland
North Texas State University

theoreticians—and in a
making. Thus a decision making
few cases hard-headed busi
algorithm—a rule which can be ex
nessmen—until a few years agopressed in mathematical terms—in
effect is a description of this aspect
employed scientific approaches only
to very specific problems, such as
of the management process. As
such, it should serve to complete
inventory level. In recent years,
the philosophical theory necessary
however, a general decision making
for truly scientific management.
algorithm (methodology) has been
The title of this article empha
developed which has quite wide ap
sizes statistical decision theory. This
plication to business problems. As
modifier was added in recognition
a matter of fact, it is the generality
of the fact that quantitative meth
or universal applicability of this
ods are today essential to the stated
algorithm that makes it so very
expression of business methods and
significant.
policies. Certainly this does not
Basically, the very essence of the
make the algorithm less general.
management process is decision
usiness

B
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Nothing within our universe is
more general than mathematics.
The purpose of this article is to ex
amine the essence of statistical de
cision theory and to indicate its
application by means of an illus
trative example.

The methodology
An appropriate place to begin
our investigation of decision theory
would seem to be with a definition
of the term. By “decision theory”
we shall mean an algorithm which
results in the selection of the proper
4547

action to be taken in a decision
cilities the roses must be pur
situation
from
among
many
alterna
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 5 chased
[1968], fresh
No. 3, each
Art. 9day from the
tive actions. By implication we have
wholesaler. What is the most
economic order quantity for
also defined what is meant by “de
the
student? Upon inquiry he
cision
making,
”
i.e.,
selecting
the

supplies the following data on
best alternative action.
past demand:
Defining a term properly is not
easily accomplished. Let us ex
Demand
Days
amine the algorithm in detail:
(in dozens) (of demand)
The Decision Making Algorithm
0
2
A. Define the problem.
1
3
B. Develop the appropriate
2
4
decision criteria.
3
1
Determine the environmen
tal situation.
Analyzing this problem in terms
D. Describe all possible ac
of the characteristics set forth
tions.
above we find:
E. Develop the decision model.
A. The goal—how many dozen
F.
the model.
roses should the student pur
G. Make the decision.
chase each morning? (The de
Each step
this methodology will
cision maker will generally
be explored in detail below.
A decision
find it useful to state the
is characterized by
problem as a question.)
Define the problem
B. The set of actions which the
a goal,
A decision problem is character
student can take corresponds
the availability of
ized by:
to the various inventory levels
A. The desire to attain a cer
he should stock: 0, 1, 2, or 3
several possible
tain goal
dozen roses.
actions,
B. The availability of several
C. Comparison of the problem
and the environment
actions which can be taken,
situation with the various
some of which will not be
classes of environment indi
of the outcomes
as effective as others
cates that the problem in
of the actions
C. The particular type of en
volves decision making under
vironment which exists with
risk (because past experience
(certainty, uncertainty,
respect to the action out
provides a useful probability
risk, conflict,
comes (certainty, uncer
distribution of outcomes for
tainty,
risk,
conflict,
ignor
each
action.)
ignorance).
ance)
It is of prime importance that the
Develop criteria
decision maker analyze his problem
in terms of each of the above char
A decision criterion is an indi
acteristics. By gaining a better
cator or index that would serve as
understanding of his problem he
an appropriate means of measuring
simplifies its solution.
attainment of the goal. For the
For illustrative purposes the fol
problem at hand we might ask our
selves, “What measure denotes the
lowing discussion of decision theory
will be built around a highly simpli
fied inventory problem. Especially
BENNY R. COPELAND,
note that the problem statement is
Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor of business
directed toward the attainment of a
administration at North
particular goal.
Texas State University.
During summer vacation a
He is a member of the
American
Institute of
high school student sells cut
CPAs,
the
American
roses by the dozen at a road
Accounting Association,
side stand. The roses cost the
and American Statistical
Association. Dr. Copeland's articles have ap
student $1 a dozen and sell
peared in this publication as well as The
for $3 a dozen. Because the
Accounting Review, Business Studies, and
stand has no refrigeration fa
Financial Executive.
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losses and their related probabilities
proper inventory level?” The pos
of occurrence.
On3, the
other 1968
hand,[whole issue]
sible criteria might include
the
fol
: Management Services,
Vol. 5, No.
May-June
the following criterion, “minimum
lowing:
absolute loss,” considers only the
A. We sell all inventory every
absolute magnitude of the possible
day.
losses and selects the smallest. This
B. We never have to turn down
criterion will minimize losses if the
a sale for lack of inventory.
worst possible event occurs. Be
C. We maximize short-run profit.
cause the measurement is absolute
D. We maximize long-run profit.
it
gives no consideration to the
Selection of a decision criterion
probabilities
of occurrence of the
involves the making of a subjective
losses;
the
smallest
Lj is chosen
or “value” judgment. By nature,
because it represents the smallest
value judgments are of a short-term
loss, and no attempt is made to
or ad hoc nature, and therefore they
calculate the probability of its oc
tend to vary with the nature of the
currence.
problem. Some of the more com
“Maximum expected net value”
monly applied criteria for business
is defined as the expected value of
decision problems which have been
the profits minus the expected value
explored in the literature of de
of the losses. This criterion con
cision theory are:
siders all possible elements of the
A. Maximum absolute gain
problem and is thus probably the
Selection of
B. Maximum expected gain
most comprehensive measure. Sup
C. Minimum expected loss
a decision criterion
pose that a particular action has
D. Minimum absolute loss
involves the making of
60 per cent probability of producing
E. Maximum expected net value
a profit of $12,000 and a 40 per cent
“Maximum absolute gain” is the
a subjective or “value”
probability of producing a loss of
criterion of the complete optimist
judgment.
$5,000; the expected net value of
(and of the complete gambler),
this action is computed
follows:
that individual who must always
By nature,
“go for broke.” This criterion con
value judgments are of
E.N.V. = EPj - ELj
siders only the magnitude of the
profits of each action and would re
= .6($12,000) - .4($5,000)
a short-term
= $7,200 - $2,000
sult in selecting that action with
or ad hoc nature
= $5,200.
the largest absolute profit—regard
less of the probability of attaining
and tend to vary with
that profit. (Maximize Pj.)
Throughout the present discus
the nature
sion of decision criteria we have
“Maximum expected gain” as a
considered their measurement only
criterion considers not only the
of the problem.
in terms of dollars. Certain value
absolute size of the potential profit
judgments, however, cannot readily
for each action but also the related
be stated in dollars, such
crite
probability of attainment. Thus a
rion B in our example which stated,
$10,000 profit with a 50 per cent
with respect to the illustrative prob
probability of attainment would be
lem, that we desired to carry a level
exactly
desirable as a $20,000
of inventory such that we would
profit with a 25 per cent probability
never have to turn down a sale for
of attainment. (Maximize EPj.)
lack of inventory. For non-monetary
“Minimum expected loss,” as
criteria such as this, or for measur
might be anticipated from the pre
ing those instances when the firm’s
vious discussion, involves selecting
utility function for money is not
the action with the smallest ELj
*
linear, it becomes necessary to set
or expected loss. This criterion in
criteria in “utiles” rather than dol
volves the consideration of possible
lars (i.e., to weight dollars before
taking them into consideration).
* The symbol E is read expected value
This area is known as “utility
of, thus EPj is read expected value of
theory” and falls outside the scope
the various profits.” The subscript j is
of this paper. The bibliography will
read for the level of inventory. See Ex
refer
the reader to selected refer
hibit A on page 50 for
discussion of
ences if he wishes to pursue the
this concept.
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study of this topic. (See the listing
repetitive nature. Many types of
on
page
51.)
business
decision
situations
are of
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this nature.
When the situation is one of de
Determine the environment
cision making under uncertainty the
If we define decision making as
first determining characteristic is
the selection of one alternative from
that historical probabilities are not
among several, we may then iden
available to the decision maker.
tify the specific decision making
This may be because the process is
situations typical for the business
of a non-repetitive nature, or, it
may simply be because no data
executive:
A. Certainty—The set of all alter
have been collected. The second
native actions is known, and
characteristic is that the decision
the outcome of each action is
maker has, or can obtain, an in
known with certainty.
tuitive concept of the situational
B. Risk—The set of all alternative
probabilities. Unless this can be
actions is known, but the out
done the situation becomes one of
come of each action can be
“ignorance,” and a logical solution
stored only in terms of a prob
becomes impossible to approach.
ability distribution.
The admission of intuitive or
C. Uncertainty—The set of all al
“subjective” probabilities (as op
ternative actions is known,
posed to “objective” or empirical
The introduction of
but the outcome of each ac
probabilities) into the decision
tion is uncertain.
making algorithm has instigated a
intuitive or
D. Conflict—The set of all alter
long and heated argument among
“subjective” probabilities
native actions is known, but
statisticians. Those in favor of ad
the outcome of each is de
mitting the subjective probabilities
(as opposed to
pendent upon the reaction of
are referred to as “Bayesians,”
“objective” or
a knowledgeable opponent.
named after Thomas Bayes (1702E. Ignorance—The set of all al
1761), a Presbyterian minister at
empirical probabilities)
ternative actions is unknown.
Tunbridge Wells in England. An
into the
The above list of decision situa
essay of Bayes, published posthu
tions
is
in
the
order
of
desirability.
mously
in 1763, offered a theorem
decision making algorithm
Ideally we would like to operate
for finding the inverse probability
has precipitated
always under the condition of cer
of an event. Although this theorem,
tainty. Yet very rarely is this con
as developed, was directed toward
long and heated argument
dition faced by the executive. When
classical probability theory, it has
among statisticians.
the situation is encountered by the
since been adopted by “Bayesians”
executive it is usually in the area
for purposes of merging subjective
of production management. One ex
probabilities with subsequently ob
ample of decision making under
tained sampling information. In its
certainty is the problem of setting
classical form Bayes’ Theorem is:
product mix so as to maximize the
P(X/A) = [P(X) • P(A/X)]
allocation of capital goods. Linear
programing is a statistical tech
divided by
nique applicable to problems of this
class.
[P(X) . P(A/X)
Decision making under risk is
+
P(X) • P(A/X)]
characterized by the availability of
historical probability distributions
= [P(X) • P(A/X)]
for the outcomes of the various ac
tions. For example, if we take a par
divided by
ticular action with respect to adjust
ing a machine we know that the
P(A X) + P(A X)
outcome will be 5 per cent defec
tives and 95 per cent non-defec
= [P(X) • P(A/X)]
tives. For this information to be
available it is necessary, of course,
divided by P(A)
that the decision situation be of a
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plished by means of a mathematical
conditions of uncertainty. And, this
The classical function of this
positionVol.also
denies
that 1968
experi[wholemodel
theorem was to find P(X/A)
given Services,
: Management
5, No.
3, May-June
issue] designed to express the rela
tionship
between the environment
enced business executives have de
P(A/X), thus we sometimes find
and
the
actions
in terms of the pre
veloped a general “feeling” for their
this theorem referred to as the
selected
decision
criterion. Each
“theorem of inverse probability.”
job.
problem
situation
is
unique and re
For some reason “decision theory”
As adopted by Bayesians, the
quires development of the appro
seems, by usage, to have become
theorem becomes:
priate model. Thus, no generaliza
somewhat synonymous with “de
tion can be made as to appropriate
cision making under uncertainty.”
models.
Posterior Probabilities = [Sub
This is not the meaning of “decision
The illustrative example concerns
theory” as used within this article,
jective Probabilities
the determination of the most effi
and this trend should perhaps be
times Sample Problems}
cient economic order quantity as
resisted. Otherwise we will have no
divided by
measured by maximum expected
simple term to refer to all of the
[Subjective Prob
net value. The appropriate decision
decision situations described above,
abilities times
model
for this situation is:
and
we
shall
have
to
go
to
the
sample Problems]
Maximize E (Pj - Lj)
trouble of inventing a new term to
refer to the generic process.
Where; Pj = the gross profit of
jth level of in
The purpose of Bayes’ Theorem
ventory,
i.e., the
when applied by the Bayesians is
Describe possible actions
sales prices of
to provide a formal algorithm for
The importance of step C., “de
the roses sold
adjusting one’s opinion in light of
scribe all possible actions which
less the cost of
additional data. It has been
can be taken,” is patently obvious—
all roses pur
charged, and perhaps with some
it alerts the decision maker to his
chased.
justification, that the revision (Bay
entire set of alternatives. The neces
Lj = the opportunity
esian ) methodology has little or
sity
for
having
this
list
as
complete
losses associated
nothing to do with Bayes’ Theorem,
as
possible
cannot
be
stressed
too
with each jth
that in effect the process in actuality
much,
for
if
the
most
appropriate
stock level.
produces a weighted arithmetic
action
is
excluded
from
this
list
This
model
may
not
be completely
mean of the form:
whatever decision is reached may
clear at the moment. We shall re
not be the most efficient solution.
turn to its meaning at length a bit
The
difficulty
of
describing
the
later. At the present the important
Pj
=
[Pj • Specific Weight]
universe of actions will of necessity
factor to note is that the model is
divided by
vary with the problem. In the illus
developed by the decision maker
trative problem under present con
from his knowledge of the problem
∑
[Pj • Specific Weight]
sideration the actions open to the
area. Unfortunately, statistics can
j = 1
decision maker are particularly
not remove the need for the de
simple to develop:
cision maker to know the problem
area thoroughly. At best the ad
Action
Order Quantity
Regardless of the methodology, the
dition of statistical techniques
“non-Bayesian” or “classical” statis
serves to make consideration of the
0
tician recoils with horror from ad
problem
more precise.
B
1
mitting subjective probabilities into
It
is
well
to note at this point that
C
2
a statistical process. His position is:
there
may
be more than just one
D
3
“If historical probabilities are not
satisfactory decision model. The
available, there is nothing for the
model is a conceptualization of the
The reader must be cautioned
statistician to work with; he can
relationship between the actions
that this simplicity is unusual. De
(and should) do nothing.”
and the environment. It is possible
veloping the universal set of actions
This article does not intend to
to examine this relationship from
for most real-world problems is
take a position either way on the
various points of view. Develop
generally of a more complex nature.
Bayesian question. An attempt has
ment and selection of the model are
been made to identify the area
an expression of a value judgment
Describe the outcomes
of disagreement—nothing more. It
as much
selection of the decision
Given the selected decision cri
is only fair to note, however, that
criterion. Various models will re
if subjective probabilities are not
terion and the universe of available
sult in different “answers,” i.e., the
allowed to be considered then it be
actions, the next step of the deci
selection of different actions. Each
comes impossible for the executive
sion maker is to evaluate alternative
“answer” is “correct” when viewed
to make rational decisions under
in terms of the model used. Again
actions. This evaluation is accom
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the point should be made that the
decision maker must have a thor
ough knowledge of the problem
area in order to apply statistical
decision theory.


Solving the model
The decision model previously
determined was:
Maximize:

E(Pj - Lj)

The P subscript, j, refers to the
various profits in the model—one
for each inventory level. Thus P1
is the profit from stocking one unit,
P2 is the profit from stocking two
units, etc. Lj is to be read in a sim
ilar fashion. The E is read “
pected value” as previously explain
ed. The computations indicated by
the model will be made clear as
the solution progresses.
The first step in the solution is to
compute Pj or gross profit for each
inventory level. Because this gross
profit is dependent upon the inven
tory level, it is referred to as “con
ditional” gross profit. When the Pj
values are inserted into a table or
“matrix” of the form below they are
referred to as a “pay-off” matrix.

Pay-Off Matrix Showing
Conditional Gross Profit (Pj)
(in dollars)

Demand
Inventory level
2
3
(0)
0
1
0
0-1 — 2 -3
0
0+2 + 1
0
2
0+2 + 4 +3
3
0+2 + 4 +6

The model requires that we also
consider opportunity losses, how
ever. Before we can begin to com
pute these values we must first de
fine what we mean by the term
“opportunity loss.”
By “opportunity loss” we shall
mean “a foregone benefit.”
Following this definition we shall
measure opportunity loss by “fore
gone profit,” i.e., the $2 gross profit
lost each time a demanded product
unit is not on hand. Applying this
measurement the following matrix
is obtained:

Situation: Demand, two dozenStock, three dozen
Gross revenue (2 x $3)
Cost of sales (3 x $1)

$6.00
3.00

Gross profit

$3.00

Matrix Showing the Conditional
Value (Pj - Lj)
(in dollars)
Demand
(D)
0
1
2
3

Matrix Showing Conditional
Opportunity Loss (Lj)
(in dollars)
Demand
(D)

0
1
2
3

Inventory level
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
--2
0
0
--4 -2
0
-4 —2
-

Inventory level
0
1
2
3
0 -1 -2 -3
0
--2 + 2 + 1
--4
0 + 4 +3
--6 -2 + 2 +6

The final step in solving the
model is to convert the conditional
(absolute) values into expected
values by multiplying through by
the respective probabilities of each
level of demand. It was previously

EXHIBIT A

Mathematical expectation can $2.00. The expected value of this
most easily be described by means game is found by multiplying the
a simple example. Suppose we value of success times the probabil
play this game: We agree to flip ity of success and subtracting the
a perfectly balanced coin. If product obtained by multiplying
“heads” comes up, we receive $1.00, the value of failure times the prob
ability
failure. Mathematically:
but if “tails” comes up, we

PrS(S)

— PrF(F)

= Expected Value

(.50) ($1.00) - (.50 ($2.00) =

$.50
Values in the pay-off matrix were
computed in this way:

The model is based upon the con
cept (Pj - Lj). Thus far we have the
conditional values computed but
have not yet merged them to form
the conditional net value. Simple
subtraction is applied to derive the
following matrix showing the con
ditional value (Pj - Lj).

- $1.00

= -$.50

This value, —$.50, is the average cation to produce meaningful
benefit we should expect to obtain values. Perhaps it might be useful,
expected
if we repeated this game many in addition, to think
value
as
a
“
weighted
average,
”
times. Conceptually, mathematical
expectation is a postulate which where the weights are probabilities
states the philosophical assumption and the denominator is the implicit
that absolute values and probabili sum of the probabilities, unity or
ties may be joined through multipli one.
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. . . complex value
judgments
have Vol.
been
properly
made.

determined that the historical
probabilities would be used. These
were:
Demand
(D)

0
1
2
3

Probability
(P)

.20
.30
.40
.10
1.00

If we multiply the (Pj - Lj) matrix
by the probability distribution we
obtain the final solution matrix
the form E (Pj - Lj), shown in Ex
hibit B on this page.
This matrix shows that the ex
pected value (Pj - Lj),
defined,
is maximized by stocking two dozen
roses each day. However, before we
advise the student to act accord
ingly, let
note the appropriate
characteristics of this solution:
A. The problem situation was
characterized
a “risk” en
vironment, and empirical
probabilities were used.
Just

how good were these figures?
Do they still apply?
B. The criterion was a value
judgment in view
society’s
demands, long-run profit
needs, short-run cash needs,
firm objectives, etc.
C. The decision model was a
conceptualization of the ap
propriate relationship be
tween environment and ac
tions. Was it valid?
D. For the decision to be max
imally effective the list of
alternative actions must con
tain the “best” action. Did it?
If the decision maker is satisfied
regarding all the above character
istics, then the decision theory algo
rithm gave a “best” answer.

Conclusion
An attempt was made to define
the generic decision theory process
and to note its relevance to the
May-June,
1968
Published
by eGrove,
1968



Solution Matrix Showing the
Expected Value of
(Pj-Lj)
(in dollars)
Inventory level
2
1

Demand
(D)

0

0
1
2
3

0
- .60
— 1.60
- .60

E(P1-L1)
E(P2-L2)
E(P3-L3)
E(P4-L4)

-2.80

-.20
0
+ .60
-.20

3

- .40
+ .30
+ 1.60
+ .20

— .60
0
+ 1.20
+ .60

+ .20

+ 1.70
+ 1.20

EXHIBIT B

solution of business problems. The
major points in this thesis may be
summarized as follows:
A. Decision theory is a broad
discipline which includes de
cision making under certainty,
risk, uncertainty, conflict, and
ignorance.
B. The decision theory algorithm
leads to a best solution only

if many complex value judg
ments have been properly
made. These value judgments
must be made in light of a
thorough knowledge of the
problem area. Statistical de
cision theory complements ex
perience and knowledge of
business; it does not and can
not replace it.
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Boston Children’s Hospital, the first institution in
the country to employ a computer in bed scheduling,
has its second application
line, a precise schedul
plan for clinic patients,

BETTER PATIENT CARE THROUGH ELECTRONICS
by Robert M. Smith
three major differ
a first-come, first-served basis, so
ences between the public out
the first available doctor gets the
patient clinics in even the bestnext patient waiting even though
hospitals and the medical services
the patient may have seen an en
available through a well-run doc
tirely different physician on his last
tor’s office:
visit. This of course aggravates the
The inordinate waits that clinic
time delay since the new doctor
patients must go through before
must review the patient’s entire
seeing a doctor at all;
medical record before treating him.
The cheerlessness, and the
In an effort to cure all these mala
jammed conditions in which pa
dies, The Children’s Hospital Med
tients must wait to see a doctor;
ical Center in Boston, which runs
The fact that most patients sel
one of the country’s busiest and
dom see the same doctor twice if
best medical clinics, has taken two
they must visit the clinic more than
simple steps that are restoring to
once. Just as patients are taken on
some degree the atmosphere of a
here are

T
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private patient-doctor relationship
for its clinic outpatients.
And if Boston Children’s can do
it, presumably any hospital can; an
average of 40,000 patients make
150,000 visits a year to its 54 clinics.
It is accomplishing this plan,
aimed at giving a more human di
mension to clinic visits, through an
unlikely but effective means, an
electronic computer.
Boston Children’s was the first
hospital in the country to use a
computer successfully for bed utili
zation control—determining on a
real time basis how many beds are
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available in all parts of the hospital.
: Management Services, Vol. 5, No. 3, May-June 1968 [whole issue]
(See “How to Automate a Hospi
tal,” M/S July-Aug., 66, p. 48.) At
a time when many hospitals were
announcing grandiose schemes for
computers to take over much of the
paperwork necessary in a hospital,
Boston, through its own staff, ad
vised by information systems spe
cialists from Cresap, McCormick
and Paget, international manage
ment consulting firm, put into effect
a simple system based on a central
on line computer linked to cathode
ray display tubes at the Hospital’s
admitting offices and nursing sta
tions. By a system roughly analo
gous to an airline’s passenger reser
vation system, nurses could notify
the computer immediately when
ever a patient was discharged, or
transferred. The computer’s mem
ory would be immediately updated.
The admitting clerk, whenever a
patient appeared, could immedi
ately determine whether a bed was
available by querying the computer
and receiving a reply on her
cathode ray screen.

Admission process speeded
Patients were admitted faster;
nurses, instead of laboriously pre
paring bed space changes manually
once a day, could simply key in a
few changes on a Teleregister unit
at the nursing station.
It was a simple process and in its
very simplicity lay its success. By
not attempting to do everything at
once, Boston got one very impor
tant application running smoothly
and efficiently. But even then, the
Boston planners and their consult
ants had a schedule for further
computer applications designed to
improve patient service.
The next successive step was
scheduling service for outpatients
the Medical Center’s 54
This
was a more difficult problem than
bed utilization because
the size
of the patient load, and the schedul
ing of doctors. Hospital nursing and
clerical personnel assigned to the
clinics were no problem; their
hours and availability were known
factors. Private doctors who volun-
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S+uffed toy dog and paper flower decorate the cathode ray tube
in one of the hospital's clinic reception areas. The grim, colorless
"clinic" look is deliberately avoided wherever it is possible.

teered some hours of service were
another problem, though; the hours
they donated were their own
choice, and occurred at odd times
throughout the schedule. Too, de
mands upon residents made sched
uling them difficult.

Reservation plan model again
The approach to the new prob
lem was a more elaborate version
of that taken with bed utilization:
adaptation of the basic airlines
reservations system. The goal was
to put each outpatient clinic on the
same basis as a private doctor’s
patient, so he had a definite time
for an appointment ideally and
would always see the same doctor
unless a specialist in some other
field were needed.

The basic differences from bed
utilization were the closer time fac
tor-patients now had to be sche
duled by fifteen-minute or halfhour time intervals within a given
day--and the greater number of
individuals, both doctors and pa
tients, involved.
The success and speed of devel
opment for the new program were
immensely aided by the experience
Children’s had already gained from
bed utilization system and by a
federal grant of $668,000 made to
help the new development after
the bed utilization scheme had
been observed in operation by
government administrators.
Children’s Hospital still has the
IBM 360 which was first used (and
is still being used) for bed utiliza
tion records. But for the clinic
55
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scheduling system a larger- scale
ologist. He
the patient’s parent
of Cardiology and the other clinics,
Honeywell Management
Model 1200 Services:
computer
to stop
reception
on theand
way
out
before
he saw
again.
A Magazine
of at
Planning,
Systems,
Controls,
Vol.
5 [1968],
No. 3,the
Art. patient
9
has been installed.
for another appointment. Then he
And even after all the intervening
contacts his own reception desk to
clinics, if the patient were returned
The Teleregister units used at the
asks
say he wants his patient to be sche
to General Medical finally, it would
admitting office and nursing stations
be Dr. Jones he would return to.
duled for examination in Cardiol
in the bed utilization plan have
ogy. The clerk at the desk, while
For the doctor’s name is part of his
been replaced in the clinic by
the patient is there, presses a “func
medical record now; the first doctor
Honeywell CRT (cathode ray
he sees is in effect his private doctor
tion” button of the console of her
tube) terminals with input key
as long as he is being treated at
CRT unit for the next available free
boards. Actually, these are the same
that clinic at Children’s Hospital.
time at the Cardiology Clinic. The
type of units as the Teleregister
The same system works for chil
computer flashes back the next 40
machines, although the keyboard
dren who do have their own pedi
dates that are available. The clerk
has been changed slightly for the
atrician but who are referred to
selects the date most convenient for
clinic scheduling application.
the
outpatient clinic for specialized
the
patient
’
s
parent.
The
computer
The way it works now is this: A
diagnosis
or treatment, except that
responds by displaying all free
patient comes to the clinic for the
in this instance, of course, the child
clinic times, from which a selection
first time with his parent or parents.
can be seen directly in the ap
is made. The clerk then keys in the
Say the child is not apparently
propriate clinic.
patient’s medical record number—
seriously ill but displays a lassitude
The scheduling system takes care
his main identification for the
which seems unnatural. The parents
future—and the chosen time, and
of the main objectives of the hos
want to find out what is wrong.
sends it back to the computer.
pital administration — establishing
The clinic general admitting of
personal patient-physician relation
The second appointment is made.
fice would schedule such a patient
ship and eliminating the endless
to be seen in the General Medical
waits
that are so characteristic of
Clinic. The admitting clerk would
Plan used in
clinics
many
clinics. What about the
contact the computer to open a
The
same
procedure
is
followed
drab, cheerless environment and
record on the patient and manu
if the Cardiology Clinic wants fur
the packed, uncomfortable wooden
ally type in on the keyboard of her
ther information and an appoint
benches that are almost a clinic
CRT unit the patient’s name, sex,
ment is necessary in another clinic.
trademark in most hospitals?
the appointment function, the date,
Meanwhile a patient information
Here Children’s Hospital has
and the clinic to which he is being
file is accumulating in Medical
been lucky. It has a brand new
assigned. The computer would re
Records, to which dictated reports,
$12,000,000 building, the Fegan
cord this information, assign the
Memorial Outpatient Center, to
lab test results, etc., are sent from
patient a number, and display all
house its clinics. The Fegan Build
the clinics. Each time the patient
this information on the cathode ray
ing was designed with the children
is scheduled for an appointment
tube display screen. It would
who were to be its clients in mind.
in
any
of
the
clinics,
the
computer
show the next free time slot on the
The
street floor houses the main
prints
out
the
patient
number,
General Medical Clinic schedule.
reception area but each of the
The appointment is made.
with the clinic for which he is
clinics on the other 10 floors of the
scheduled, and the date of the
When the patient returns for his
building has its own reception areas
appointment. All patients scheduled
appointment—if there must be a
well, just
a private physician
for each clinic are listed for two
time interval—he need no longer go
has a waiting room. Each reception
days in advance. The medical rec
through the main reception area on
area boasts comfortable, cushioned
ords library pulls all the records
the first floor of the clinic building.
chairs, bright colors, and even
for each clinic number and ships
He has an appointment now at the
blackboards for children to scribble
them to the designated clinic by
General Medical Clinic and, after
on while waiting for their appoint
conveyor belt. If an X-ray print is
paying his clinic fee, goes directly
ment.
requested, Radiology follows the
there. General Medical has its own
The child’s only contact with the
reception area— do each of the
same procedure.
computer,
which in a very real
Thus, if our hypothetical child
other 53 clinics. The reception
sense is guiding him through the
patient should receive a clean bill
clerk there has an appointment
Children’s Hospital clinics, comes
schedule for the day prepared in
of health from Cardiology and
from the CRT unit used by the re
advance by the computer. Such and
other clinics in which he was seen
ceptionist. The CRT set looks al
such a patient has an appointment
and be returned to his original
most exactly like the television set
at 10:30 A.M. with Dr. Jones. The
doctor in the General Medical
familiar to him at home except that
patient arrives and is examined by
Clinic, that doctor, Dr. Jones,
instead of cowboys and Indians, the
Dr. Jones, who suspects a heart
would have a complete medical his
malfunction. The doctor wants the
set merely shows green type char
tory including his own findings and
acters. And even the television-like
child to be examined by a cardi
recommendations, and the findings
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OPERATOR GUIDE - ADMITTING TERMINAL
ADMI T

STEP

1

CANCEL

CLINIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM

CLINIC

CHANGE CLI N. SCHEDULE
(column headings)

UPDATE
INDEX

PAT I ENT
RECORD

INQUIRY-PT. RECORD/
CLINIC STATISTICS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

CLEAR

CLEAR

CLEAR

CLEAR

CLEAR

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

ADMT

CNCL CLIN

CHG SCHD

UPDT

2

PRESS
REC

?

ENTER

3

MED.REC.NO.-IF KNOWN

NEW-PT. NEVER

HERE

ENTER
AND

CLINIC

NO.

DATE

ENTER CLINIC

NO.

DATE AND PAGE

NO.**

ENTER

MED. REC. NO.

ENTER
OR

MED. REC. NO.

CLINIC

NO.

OLD-pt. here beforerec. NO. UNKNOWN

4

5

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

PRESS

TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT***

PRESS

VISUALLY

HOME

NAME

STEP KEY OR

USE

6

SCAN KEY to move

ENTRY MARKER TO

OF

VERIFY
CLINIC

VERIFY

VISUALLY
AND

NAME

CLINIC,

DATE OF CANCELLATION

DATE

PRESS

UPDATE

CNFM

HEADINGS

VERIFY

VISUALLY

PATIENT

AND

ENTER

COLUMN

INFORMATION

NEW OR

CORRECT

DATA

FIRST TYPING
POSITION
ENTER NEW OR UPDATED PRESS

7

PATIENT INFORMATION

VERIFY

PRESS

PRESS

ON

TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT

PRESS

NOTE OK

NOTE OK

TRANSMIT

ON

SCREEN

VERIFY

VISUALLY

INFORMATION

ON

SCREEN

SCREEN

NOTE OK ON
10

VISUALLY

NOTE OK

ON

9

VERIFY

UPDATED INFORMATION UPDATED INFORMATION

ACCORDING TO FORMAT

8

VISUALLY

TRANSMIT

SCREEN

SCREEN

ON

SCREEN

AND

MED I CAL RECORD NO. *
* IF
IF
** IF

INITIAL

ENTRY WAS NEW -

NEWLY

INITIAL ENTRY WAS OLD PAGE NO. UNKNOWN, ENTER

PAGE

1,

*** CAUSES
REMAIN

CLEAR

SCREEN AND

PATIENT

UNTIL

INDEX

CLEARED

REPEAT

RECORD
BY

ASSIGNED

NO.

WILL

BE SHOWN

DUMMY NUMBER WILL BE
PAGE 1 - IF COLUMN HEADING TO BE

PROCESS,

OR CLINIC

ENTERING

PAGE

2,

STATISTICS TO APPEAR

CHANGED DOES

NOT

APPEAR

ON

ETC.
ON

SCREEN

AND

OPERATOR

This is reference guide sheet furnished every clerk.
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to start the system in its least busy
set is made a little more interesting
within
month
or so after
Management Services: A Magazine
Controls, Vol.clinics
5 [1968],
No. 3, aArt.
9
to of
thePlanning,
childrenSystems,
by the and
resourceful
training started. To date, since
ness
the receptionists. One has
training began in early February of
fashioned a paper flower which
this year, Boston has prepared
decorates her unit; another has
about 75 clerical workers to handle
gone her one better; her unit has
the CRT units.
flowers and a stuffed animal decor
As for the computer itself, the
ating it.
Medical Center already had trained
Personnel manning the reception
EDP personnel from its past exper
desks are clerks, whereas in its
ience with the System 360.
previous bed utilization system the
So far Children’s has written 38
hospital had to depend heavily on
batch
programs for such things as
nursing personnel to keep its rec
report
and file maintenance, well
ords up to date. The clerks have
as
several
subprograms for the nine
proved easier to train on the CRT
command functions established for
units than the nurses did, according
the outpatient program: Admit, Up
to Jeanne Colt, R.N., Associate Di
date, Make an Appointment, Cancel
rector of Nursing for Systems, Chil
an Appointment, Cancel a Clinic
dren’s Hospital Medical Center.
Session, Inquiry, Medical Record
Nurses do not like keeping records,
Request, Attendance, and Schedule
when the job is simplified to the
Change. All programs have been
punching of information on a Tele
written in the Easycoder assembly
register, she believes, and they are
language.
apt to resent the necessity of record
ing information immediately if their
Personnel have all been
nursing duties must be delayed.
Total system planned
trained in the new system
Clerks on the other hand are fully
When Children’s links its current
familiar with keyboard machines
since the beginning
computer to a second Honeywell
and can be trained on the CRT
of the year; guide sheets
1200 to be installed later this year,
units in a comparatively short time.
it feels it will have the nucleus for
and visual checks of
a total information system integrat
Clerks trained in month
data entered in
ing all of the hospital’s medical,
statistical, and financial data. The
computer keep error
Children’s Hospital trained its
present computer will handle
personnel at the reception desks in
rate low.
clinic scheduling and hospital bed
about a month’s time for the new
control (Children’s will retire its
scheduling routine. Clerks were
System 360 when the second Hon
trained through a simulation pro
eywell is installed); the new com
gram on the computer; they would
puter will process batch account
type in dummy information; the
ing, administrative, and statistical
computer would make its response
data.
on the basis of assumed information
Some of the reasons for the great
already programed into it.
hopes Children’s Hospital places in
Miss Colt emphasizes there was
its new computer system were
no effort to make each clerk an
phrased by the hospital director,
expert in the entire system. They
Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr.,
D.,
were taught the fundamentals of
in
a
talk
he
gave
when
the
new
what they were to do and the
clinic scheduling system was pub
theory behind the whole system.
licly demonstrated in March of this
Then they were given a brief guide
year:
sheet to refer to for procedural
“We anticipate the clinic schedul
steps if they forgot any of them
ing system will help have an effect
and a more extensive manual de
upon reducing the total cost of care
scribing the whole system in de
to patients by cutting down the
tail, which they could refer to at
number of clinic visits required per
any time.
medical episode. Presently, many
With this seemingly simple ap
patients’ parents are required to
proach to training its clerical wor
bring their children back to the
kers, the outpatient clinic managed
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View from behind screen of cathode ray tube shows clerk
entering data while nurse checks her out on procedure. Nurses
gained experience on hospital's previous bed utilization program.

clinic for repeated visits. Each time
they do, they not only pay a clinic
fee but
have baby sitter costs,
transportation expenses, in some
cases loss of pay and the like. In a
large number of cases multiple
visits are required because a child’s
condition demands he be seen in
several different clinics—for exam
ple children seen in the General
Medical Clinic may also require
visits to Orthopedic.
“Until now, because of the tre
mendous volume of appointments
we handle, it has not been easily
possible to coordinate these ap
pointments so both can be kept on
a single visit to the hospital. Instead
the child and parent have had to
come to the hospital at least twice.
We can now cut this visit per epi

Published
by eGrove,
May-June,
19681968

sode in half in most cases, with a
resulting decrease in cost to the
parent.”
Obviously, the new system bene
fits patients and their parents, but
what about the Medical Center it
self? Will it run its costs up?

Case load smoothed
Again Dr. Cronkhite provides the
answer:
“More effective utilization of staff
time is being accomplished through
the use of the computer. Prior to
going on line, the doctor’s patient
load per day varied from heavy to
light. The scheduling system now
gives the individual doctor a more
balanced case load, provides him
advance knowledge of who his pa

tients will be on any given day and
what their medical problems are,
and, most important, allows him
adequate blocks of time to handle
the scheduled load. The same holds
true with the ancillary personnel,
such
the physical therapist, the
X-ray technicians, and the like.
There are two major spin-offs from
this. We can set up a staffing pat
tern equal to the load instead of
having to staff for maximum pos
sible clinic attendance, which fre
quently is far in advance of the
actual attendance. Secondly, we
are convinced that we provide bet
ter patient care by eliminating the
feeling of pressure a doctor gets
when he knows there’s a large
number of patients still out in the
waiting room waiting to see him.”
57
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“No.
business
is an
island”
A storm of protest, stirred by the
marketing abuses of a small minor
ity of companies, is sweeping the
mainland of American business.
As the disturbance advances, it
whips up waves of customer distrust
and produces an outpouring of pro
posed consumer legislation.
Business is charged with insensi
tivity to the consumer’s interests —
with false and misleading advertis
ing, selling, packaging and labeling.
Even some of the most respected in
dustries are accused of “victimizing
consumers,” especially the poor.
It may seem that the tempest is
focused only on certain types of en
terprise, and that others, like distant
islands, can carry on unperturbed —
isolated from the turmoil.
One Business Mainland

But all commerce and industry in
this country today are bound to
gether into one inseparable commu
nity; and the winds of criticism that
lash against some who sell in the
consumer marketplace will be felt
throughout the business world.
If mounting customer doubts and
unduly burdensome legislation or
regulation curtail sales or profits of
any type of consumer goods, it will
hurt not only those who manufac
ture and retail these products but
also those who supply these compa

nies, including firms that sell only
business and industry.
And the more accustomed that the
American people grow to the regula
tion and control of one segment of
business, the more natural it will
seem that all industry should be
equally regulated.
That is why the Better Business
Bureaus say to every responsible
businessman in America, even those
in kinds of business never accused of
abusing customers:
“Join with us in helping lift the
ethical standards of all advertis
ing and selling through self-regu
lation. Join in helping business
improve its relations with con
sumers and government, in help
ing protect all buyers, all honest
business and the enterprise sys
tem.”
Every Business Benefits

Every company, manufacturer as
well as retailer, needs flourishing
communities where fair dealing and
customer confidence prevail. BBBs
help create such communities.
Every company wants to safeguard
employee buying power, and prevent
the firm itself from dealing with
dishonest merchants or fraudulent
“charities.” BBBs help provide such
protection.
And every responsible company
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wants the public and government to
know the truth about customer-busi
ness relations—such as the fact that
nine out of ten customer calls to
Better Business Bureaus today are
inquiries, not complaints. Increas
ingly, the BBB National Expansion
program will communicate these
facts.
Already this program has acti
vated the BBB Research and Educa
tion Foundation to conduct studies
on subjects of consumer concern, and
has opened an Office National Af
fairs in Washington, D.C., to provide
government as well as business with
reliable data based on more than
three million consumer contacts
made each year by BBBs.
What You Can Do

Since it is indeed true that “no
business is an island,” every company
has reason back the BBBs.
To see how you and your
can
help produce a new high tide of con
fidence in the entire business com
munity, call the manager of your
nearest BBB, or
contact the Associa
tion of Better Busi
ness Bureaus Inter
national, Chrysler
Building, New York,
N.Y. 10017.
®
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what people are writing about
BOOKS

Management and Machiavelli by
Antony Jay, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., New York, 1968, 244
pages, $4.95.

This “inquiry into the politics of
corporate life” is not nearly as im
portant
work as the publishers
make it out to be, but it is must
reading nevertheless, if only for its
sheer entertainment value.
Antony Jay, a management con
sultant and former television pro
ducer, wrote this book as a result

of reading Machiavelli’s The Prince
“and being struck that this was a
valuable management handbook for
today. The more I pursued this per
suasion the more clear it became to
me that in all important respects
corporations are political units anal
ogous to the kingdoms and duke
doms and states of the past, that
the same principles of good and
bad government, success and fail
ure, growth and decline apply to
both. My book takes this starting
point and goes on to show how
much understanding of corporations
and their management can be
gained from the study of history.”
The dearth of sound management
theory, Mr. Jay argues, does not

stem from the absence of any really
tenable economic theory of business
enterprise. Rather, it results from
the failure of students of manage
ment to realize that the applicable
theory is not economics but po
litical science.
“The new science of manage
ment,” he says, “is in fact only a
continuation of the old art of gov
ernment, and when you study man
agement theory side by side with
political theory, and management
case histories side by side with po
litical history, you realize that you
are only studying two very similar
branches of the same subject. Each
illuminates the other, but since his
tory has been studied to excess.

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage
magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.
Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
eorge Prater, University of Washington, Seattle
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Robert L. Dixon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
H. P. Holzer, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles
Herbert
Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing
John H. Myers, Northwestern University, Chicago
arl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
Willard
Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville
Rufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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jects about which millions of rela
of such outwardly dissimilar institu
situations which are illuminated
tively meaningless words have been
tions as the United States govern
more often.”
written;
Mr. DeMare makes his
ment
and
the
medieval
Papacy.
This, then, is the method Jay
words
count.
His advice is sound,
But
there
is
more
than
enough
employs—to illuminate the way
concise
(
often
expressed in conven
analogy—presented in a delightfully
management operates by drawing
ient
check
lists),
and, from the ex
epigrammatic style—and enough or
analogies from political history. The
ecutive
’
s
point
of
view, compre
dinary common sense to make this a
management principles he deduces
hensive enough. He has performed
book that anyone involved with
are not new; this book “does not at
a real service.
management will want to read. It is
tempt to supply more information
the funniest work on management
about the corporations: Heaven
since Parkinson’s Law.
forbid. Its purpose is to make sense
of the vast amount of information
Briefly Listed
we already have.” What is new is
the viewpoint—the analogies drawn
Communicating for Leadership:
A Techno-Fundamental Port
between corporate line and staff
A Guide for Executives by eorge
folio Management Simulation
executives and their medieval coun
de
M
are
,
The
Ronald
Press
Com
with
Computer Applications by
terparts of barons and courtiers, be
pany,
New
York,
1968,
283
pages,
C
harles
W. Hackett, Jr., Bureau
tween the Tudor state and General
$6.
of
Business
Research, The Univer
Motors.
sity of Texas, Austin, 1967, 53
pages, $1.50 (paperbound).
This advice-packed manual,
Machiavelli method
really more of
public relations
This computerized management
The title is somewhat misleading,
than a writing guide, is a bargain
at its relatively low price.
game is designed for practice in
and fans of Machiavelli will be dis
portfolio management.
appointed by the limited space
given to applying the wily Italian’s
The idea for this book, its preface
explains, stemmed from the ques
own precepts. Lessons drawn from
Probabilistic Models by Clifford
The Prince are applied to mergers
H. Springer, obert E. Herlihy,
tion, “Where can I find in a single
Robert T. Mall, and Robert I.
(foreign conquest) and coloniza
book a comprehensive view of the
tion (establishment of new divi
essentials I need to know about
eggs, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
sions); then Mr. Jay happily takes
communicating?” Here the author,
Homewood, Illinois, 1968, 301
off for other lands and centuries.
who directs the communications
pages, $5.25 (paperbound).
This book, he explains, is not
and publications activities of Price
based on Machiavelli’s arguments
Waterhouse & Co., has attempted
This review of the use of models
but on his method, “the method of
to supply just that comprehensive
in decision making and of probabil
view.
taking a current problem and then
ity theory is the fourth in a series
examining it in a practical way in
Communication is a broad sub
of volumes prepared for a General
the light of the experiences of others
ject, and the scope of this book is
Electric training course in mathe
broad indeed. In the space avail
who have faced a similar problem
matics for managers. The style is
able only the essentials of each
in the past.” These others range
simple and vivid, but the mathe
historically from Hadrian to Hitler,
topic can be covered. How to write
matics is probably beyond anyone
with side excursions into literature
gets a chapter; so does how to
who has not studied the earlier
as well. Ineffective chief executives
speak to an audience. There is a
volumes or their equivalent.
chapter each about the techniques
are classified by their resemblance
to King Lear, Richard the Lion
of employing the basic forms of
Direct Costing Techniques for
Hearted, Nicholas II of Russia,
communication—the conference,
Industry by Samuel M. Woolsey,
George I, George HI, Edward the
correspondence, the memorandum
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Confessor, and the pussycat who
and report, the promotional piece,
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967, 203 pages,
went to London to see the queen;
$17.50.
the article, the speech, and the
the “union problem” is compared to
book. The rest of the book is chiefly
the Reformation.
about public relations—how to
This paean of praise for direct
Occasionally, for consistency is
reach specific publics and how to
costing describes the technique
no hobgoblin for Mr. Jay, he even
put together a communications
with reasonable thoroughness. It
deserts his own method and writes
(public relations and corporate in
might be useful for someone who is
in a relatively straightforward, di
sophisticated enough to make ad
ternal communications) program.
dactic way. These sections of the
All this sounds like a conglomera
justments for the author’s somewhat
book, on leadership and creativity,
tion of a little bit about everything.
excessive enthusiasm; (“The direct
60
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to communicate technical infor
gamut from human relations to
cost method provides statements
mation Vol.
to 5,
a No.
group.
It tells1968
how[wholePERT.
which are superior, for :managerial
Management Services,
3, May-June
issue] Subject categories include
to get ideas ready to present (re
organization structure, decision
control and planning purposes, to
making, leadership, and measure
search, outlining, etc.,) and how to
those prepared according to the
deliver them to the audience
ment and control. Contributors
conventional method. Definite
 and
(visual aids, audience rapport, etc.)
range from Peter Drucker and Wil
permanent income tax benefits are
The author, on the staff of Inter
liam Gomberg to
Northcote Par
obtained by a company which can
kinson, humorist Richard Armour,
national Business Machines Corpo
report taxable income on the direct
ration, has both given such presen
and even Edgar Allen Poe. It is a
cost basis. Financial analysts should
tations and taught their principles.
heterogeneous but interesting col
find the direct cost statements more
lection.
informative.”)
Production Planning and Con
trol, (British) National Economic
Simulation Gaming for Manage
Development Office, 1966, 22 pages,
ment Development by James
available at 50 cents per copy
McKenney, Division of Research,
MAGAZINES
(paperbound) from Sales Section,
Graduate School of Business Ad
Expanding Foreign Sales
British Information Service, 845
ministration, Harvard University,
Through
Export Credit Insur
Third
Avenue,
New
York,
New
Boston, 1967, 189 pages, $4 (paper
ance
by
W
alter H. Diamond,
York 10022.
bound ).
Management Controls, February,
1968.
This little report on a mechanical
For those interested in the use
engineering conference presents, in
of business games for management
Any prospect of expanding for
training, this monograph describes
two conference papers, the case
eign sales is of particular interest
the Harvard Business School Man
study of how Audco Ltd., a valve
at the present time in view of the
agement Simulation Game and re
manufacturer, reduced its inven
increasing difficulties which the
ports on the school’s experience
tories, inventory/sales ratio, pro
with it.
United States is encountering in its
duction lead time, order backlogs,
international trade and monetary
and capital investment by the use
affairs. Export credit insurance is
Management Information Sys
of such techniques
work study,
tems and the Computer, Part 1:
one such prospect. Mr. Diamond
job evaluation, and centralized pro
The Design of a Management In
presents
the goals, benefits, and
duction control.
formation System by The Institute
limitations of this service in a timely
of Cost and Works Accountants,
article which merits the attention
Appraisal and Control of Office
Gee & Co. Ltd., 151 Strand, Lon
of those involved with international
Copying Equipment by Donald
don W. C. 2, England, 1967, 56
operations.
L. Byrn, published by the author,
pages, 10 shillings sixpence ($1.26)
220 Elder Avenue, Chula Vista,
plus postage (paperbound).
The Foreign Credit Insurance As
California 92010, 1967, 62 pages,
sociation (FCIA) offers a service to
$10 (paperbound).
This little booklet, the first of a
investors and traders in foreign
markets which ensures payment on
series on electronic data processing,
This manual compares the capa
sales abroad in the event that the
reviews the basic concepts of infor
bilities and economics of 17 copying
customer encounters liquidity diffi
mation system design and explains
machines and 24 rental plans offer
culties resulting from business or
the overall role of the computer.
ed by four major manufacturers.
political
disturbances. Settlement is
The series is based on discussion
Among the characteristics evalu
guaranteed.
Rates for this insurance
papers prepared by a number of
ated are production time, labor/
vary with the terms of credit ex
EDP study groups set up by the
overhead cost per copy, rental costs,
tended and the country which is
institute to investigate the impact
and costs of supplies. There are also
receiving the goods. The cost aver
suggestions for controlling use.
of computers on business. The
ages less than four-tenths of one
papers are aimed primarily at the
per cent of sales.
less sophisticated reader.
The Progress of Management:
The FCIA is a joint venture
Process, Behavior, and Opera
the government and private insur
Presenting Technical Ideas: A
tions Research by Harold
ance companies. In offering this
Guide to Audience Communica
Lazarus and E. Kirby Warren,
service it hopes to achieve several
tion by W. A. Mambert, John
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
goals such as placing U.S. exporters
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1968,
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968, 330 pages,
on a competitive basis with ex
216 pages, $6.95.
$4.95 (paperbound).
porters of other countries who al
ready use such insurance exten
This how-to-do-it book is intended
This book of 54 articles on man
sively; making possible more liberal
for any specialist who has occasion
agement theory covers the full
May-June, 1968
Published by eGrove, 1968
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government provides nearly 100 per
credit terms on U. S. exports; assist
eign operations is, of course, on
ing exporters
to
obtain
financing
cent
tax exemption.
their
profit
potential.
Once
that
is
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 5 [1968],
No. 3, Art. 9
They also show that different
ascertained the applicable tax laws
for foreign sales; and, by generally
forms
oforganization, different
should be considered in selecting
reducing the risk associated with
forms
of licensing, and different
both the location of the operation
foreign
increasing exports and
forms
of affiliation between the
and the corporate arrangement to
thereby alleviating the balance
foreign operation and the parent
be utilized. This requires not only
payments problem.
corporation are variables that can
that the U. S. tax laws be con
The advantages of foreign export
have a significant effect on the total
sidered but also that the firm at
credit insurance described by Mr.
tax burden of the corporation.
tempt to arrange the corporate
Diamond appear to testify to the
This article indicates, mainly
structure so as to minimize the
achievement of the program’s goals.
through illustrations, that firms with
Concerning increased sales, one
global tax burden by keeping for
international affiliations can realize
company reports that it sells abroad
eign taxes low.
substantial tax benefits by taking
at least $100,000 of products an
advantage of differences in the tax
nually which would not be possible
Basic principles
regulations of the possible alterna
without the insurance. With respect
tives. It effectively illustrates that
The authors give four funda
to financing, interest rates charged
the
large international corporation
mental principles that they employ
by commercial banks generally are
should
be concerned, not only with
lower when the insurance is pres
tools when considering the estab
minimizing the U. S. tax on corpo
lishment of foreign operations.
ent, in addition to the fact that the
rate income but with the minimiza
First, the company should endeavor
capital itself is more accessible
tion of the global tax burden as
when FCIA policies are used as
to avoid Subpart F income and
well.
thus avoid premature U. S. taxation
collateral.
Gale E. Newell
The principal disadvantages
foreign profits. Second, the com
Michigan State University
the service are encountered in the
pany should endeavor to establish
timing, processing, and restrictions
the foreign installation in a low- or
of the policies. Down payments of
no-tax-rate country if business con
20 per cent are generally required,
ditions permit. Third, the company
Key to a Second Revolution: The
and delays may result from the
should consider establishing the for
Computer as ‘Buddy’ by Charles
need to obtain credit approval.
eign operation in a country which
Ramond and Charles Slack, Col
On balance, the advantages of
is a party to favorable tax treaties
umbia Journal of World Business,
export credit insurance appear to
so that any withholding of taxes
present the foreign trader with the
September-October, 1967.
from one country to the other is
prospect of increasing the expected
minimized or eliminated. Last, the
benefits
such trade at a nominal
The computer can never realize
company should consider establish
added
Profit opportunities
its full potential, says this light but
ing the operation in a country
emerge.
basically serious article, until its
where the profits generated at a
William H. Mateer
low tax rate or at no tax can be re
ultimate users come into direct
Michigan State University
invested elsewhere and where divi
contact with it. These authors have
dends ultimately received on the re
some suggestions as to how this
can be done.
investments are accorded favorable
treatment.
Tax Planning of Foreign Opera
The chief obstacle to profitable
tions by Leon
Stock and J.
use of the computer, say these pro
Examples of savings
Blake Lowe, Jr., Management
fessor-consultants, is the absence
Controls, March, 1968.
The authors give several applica
of sufficient information reliable
ble, and interesting, illustrations of
enough to warrant fast processing.
Tax as well as operating con
how a corporation establishing a
The solution is to make the com
siderations are important factors in
foreign operation can achieve sub
puter the data gatherer as well as
the decision to establish a foreign
stantial tax savings by establishing
the data processor. But that re
such operations in selected coun
operation. They are reviewed in
quires eliminating the middle men
tries or certain areas of selected
this article.
who make the computer a vaguely
countries. These savings result from
menacing figure to ordinary people
The question of whether or not
differences in the tax law, tax ex
—be they businessmen or house
wives.
to establish a foreign operation, and
emptions, or tax treaties of the vari
if so where, is of concern to many
ous countries. As an example, in
To enlist the computer as data
of the larger companies in the
the less developed areas of Italy,
collector it will be necessary to es
United States. The primary em
where there is need to industrialize
tablish an easy rapport between
phasis in considering possible for
and create job opportunities, the
the machine and the people who
62
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great range of disciplines that the
behavioral sciences. The questions
are the sources of data. How?
broadest
kinds
hypotheses
for[whole
assume
These authors suggest applying
the
: Management
Services, Vol.
5, No.of3, May-June
1968
issue] that greater creativity re
solutions must be applied. A broad
sults from open trust and an equi
principles of Dr. B. F. Skinner, by
table partnership between employ
base of appreciation of all science
reinforcing learning with a reward.
er and employee. From this posi
and art is necessary to ‘trigger’ un
The appropriate reward will
tion, the author notes how further
usual innovative thought.”
vary, of course, with the type of
increases in the degree of creativity
The terms “creativity” and “in
individual. Paper-happy business
can be attained. Constructive dis
novation” are used interchangeably
men will be pleased to receive doc
agreement, for example, should be
in this article because, according to
uments for their files. For the
admired and encouraged.
the author, that is how they are
housewife, perhaps a premium.
There should be an open-minded
commonly used. In his view, the
The public must learn to treat the
atmosphere in the organization in
breaking of outworn habits and the
computer as a sort of glorified pin
regard to changes in company
building of better ones in business
ball machine.
policy. He also suggests that prob
management and auditing can only
The tone of this article is frivo
lem solving might be given prece
be accomplished if creativity and
lous, but the point is a serious one.
dence over policy and the chain-ofinnovation are present simulta
The authors make a better case for
command procedures of the organ
neously.
Good
ideas
alone
are
not
the problem than for their solution;
ization.
Intellectual independence
sufficient
to
accomplish
business
their list of suggested rewards is
is
another
factor that the author
objectives.
not very exciting. They do point
views
as
conducive
to increased
the way, however, to the day when
creativity.
He
notes,
however,
that
ordinary people will be on line to
Removal of restraints
intellectual independence of em
the computer as a matter of course.
ployees should be encouraged off
The author sees all men
in
the job as well as for business pur
herently creative. Thus, he views
poses. It seems hardly likely that
the question of how to create
the latter can exist without the
Creativity and Innovation in
creativity
one of how to re
former.
Management and Auditing by
move the conditions that restrain
Creativity is ineffective without
C. A. Efferson, The Internal Audi
people from doing what they are
the ability to take a sound idea
tor, Fall, 1967.
naturally inclined to do.
and implement it within the com
Research in the behavioral sci
plexities of prevailing corporate
This author describes the type of
ences has indicated that creativity
modes of action. To meet the chal
often comes from people who are
creative leadership that he believes
lenge
of change in our society and
allowed to act responsibly on their
is part of the answer to assuring
in
our
business community, the firm
own. The author draws from such
innovation and continued profits in
must
respond
by striving for in
research the implication that the
our fast-changing and hazardous
creased
creativeness
in every facet
business world.
conditions needed for creativity
of its activities. Accordingly, there
may be identical to the conditions
is a need for some segment of the
that encourage good leadership.
Creativity and innovation are
firm to assume the function of as
Sound business management relies
topics that have received consider
sessing the creativity within the
at least in part on the extent to
able attention in business literature.
firm. As the author of this article
which creativity exists in the or
In this article, the author includes
suggests, the accountant seems a
ganization. This is the fulcrum the
in the sphere of the internal audi
likely candidate for that job.
author uses to introduce his idea
tor the task of assessing the creativ
Larry Gene Pointer
that an audit of creativity-innova
ity and innovativeness of the firm.
University of Florida
tion
would
provide
information
use
The author notes that there is
ful to management. The creativity
some controversy in management
audit could be used, he
for
theory concerning the appropriate
just a segment of the
or as an
frame of reference for organization
The Relationship of Actual and
addition to the audit of the entire
and leadership concepts. It is not
Predicted Sales and Profits in
enterprise.
clear to what extent he is willing
New-Product Introduction by
to incorporate the research findings
Donald S. Tull, The Journal of
of the behavioral sciences, but he
Creativity audit
Business, July, 1967.
does make an effort to broaden the
scope of current business and audit
Dr. Efferson offers a model audit
Sales forecasts are the heart of
ing activities by the introduction
checklist that may provide some
business operations from which sig
of new concepts from other disci
readers with fresh and provocative
nals are given to all segments of
plines. This is necessary, the author


ideas.
As one might
expect, the
the system. Forecasted sales serve
firmproblems
, because
as “The major
says, 
questions bear a marked relation
the primary data for all major
of big business today cross such a
ship to the topics and views of the
May-June, 1968
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as

sent the population and is a biased
lower than for industrial products.
activities, such as production plan
third
hypothesis
was ac
sample.
Sixty-three
new
products
ning, inventory
control,
marketing
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. The
5 [1968],
No. 3,
Art. 9
cepted when it was found that the
operations, budgetary systems, and
introduced between 1955 and 1963
mean relative error for forecasts
final performance evaluation. Ob
by sixteen companies were chosen
of sales and profits was not sig
to provide the data for testing. The
viously they are particularly im
nificantly different for innovative
firms selected were generally me
portant in the case of newly intro
and emulative/adaptive products.
dium-large to large manufacturing
duced products.
relatively significant finding of
companies characterized by better
this
study
was that the use of pri
than average profit performance.
Mr. Tull presents a valuable em
mary
and
secondary information
The absolute relative error
pirical study of the relationship be
resulted in almost the same fore
(ARE) was used to measure the
tween actual and predicted sales
cast. This finding seems significant
forecasting error from actual data.
and actual and forecasted profits for
because of the wide differences in
ARE was defined as
newly introduced products. The
cost and effort employed to obtain
[(Fi-Aj)÷Aj)]100
author clearly considers the study
each type of information.
as exploratory in nature and its
where F represents forecasts and
Another important finding was
results as suggestive rather than
represents actual data. The
that the average error of forecasts
definitive.
range of error and the mean error
of sales and profits for new prod
set of hypotheses is presented
were computed for aggregated fore
ucts was very high. This finding
and tested by a simple statistical
casts of sales. The mean relative
would have been more enlighten
technique. The hypotheses are
error and the median relative error
ing if it had been analyzed in
based on what could be a general
were computed for innovative and
terms of the forecasting methods
understanding of the relationship
emulative/adaptive products, for
employed.
between actual and predicted sales
consumer and industrial products,
As indicated earlier, this study is
and profits. The hypotheses are as
and for forecasts using secondary
merely
suggestive. It indicates the
follows:
and primary information. A simple
need
for
more empirical studies in
1. Forecasts of sales and profits
regression line equation was de
the
area
of
sales forecasting using
for new products have a sys
rived for the aggregate sales and
unbiased
samples
and more sophis
tematic upward bias.
profits of each product and also for
ticated
techniques.
the individual-period (unaggre
2. The mean relative error of
min Aly Elmallah
sales and profit forecasts made
gated) forecasts; it is shown by
University
of Illinois
for consumer products is the
Fj = a + b (Aj). It is obvious
same
that for industrial
that Fi = Aj indicates a perfect
products.
forecast case. Hotelling’s - T2 test
3. The mean relative error of
was used to conduct the joint sig
HELP WANTED
sales and profit forecasts made
nificance tests.
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS — Spanish
for innovative products is
speaking. $18,000/$21,000. South
America & Latin America. Corporate
the same as that for emuResults
staff position for U.S. company. EDP
lative/adaptive products. (An
Executive Search Division. Fees paid
innovative product is defined
Regarding the first hypothesis,
by company. Columbia Agency, 342
Madison Avenue & 43 Street, New
as a new-to-the economy
the author found that sales and
York, New York 10017. (212)
product; emulative/adaptive
profit forecasts tended to be opti
661-3434.
products include products
mistic on low-sales products and
IBM D.P. MANAGER—$23,000. Re
new to the firm but marketed
pessimistic on high-sales products.
tail-Commercial or manufacturing ex
perience. Executive Search Division.
by others and significant dif
This was in contrast to the hypoth
Fees paid by company. Columbia
ferentiations of products al
esis of a persistent upward bias in
Agency, 342 Madison Avenue & 43
ready marketed by the firm.)
forecasts. Difficulties in forecasting
Street, New York, New York 10017.
(212) 661-3434.
4. The mean relative error of
and a tendency to be more con
MISCELLANY
sales and profit forecasts
servative when big sales are in
THE FUTURIST — Published bi
made using primary informa
volved were assumed to account
monthly by the World Future Society,
tion is the same as that made
for this finding.
reports scientists’ forecasts for coming
using secondary information.
The second hypothesis was ac
decades. Subscription: $5 yearly. Box
19285-M, Twentieth Street Station,
(Primary information is ob
cepted for sales data when it was
Washington, D. C., 20036.
tained by means of surveys
found that the mean relative error
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Op
and tests of markets, while
of forecasts for new consumer and
portunities
Miscellany 50 cents a
word. Situations Wanted
a word.
secondary information is usu
industrial products did not differ
Box number, when used, is two words.
ally obtained from historical
significantly. This did not seem to
Classified advertisements are payable in
advance. Closing date, 5th of month pre
records of the firm or other
apply to profit figures, where the
ceding date of issue. Address for replies:
associations and agencies.)
mean relative error for new con
Box number, Management Services, 666
The sample used did not repre
sumer products was significantly
Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 10019.

CLASSIFIED
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NOW THERE ARE

Management

5

Services

ODAY'S BUSINESS is continually seeking more sophis
ticated information and guidance in forming its
management decisions. And professional accountants
are increasingly responding to this management need.
The Management Services Technical Studies are de
signed to help the accountant expand his skills and
ability to handle typical management advisory situ
ations.
Each of the studies consists of a concise text section
and a detailed discussion of real cases gleaned from
the files of management services practitioners. You the
reader are then invited to compare
analyses,
conclusions and recommendations with those actually
developed in the field. Through
self-study approach,
you will quickly develop the competence to handle
future engagements of this type.

T

Technical

Studies

Just Published:
No. 5: ANALYSIS FOR PURCHASE OR
SALE OF A BUSINESS
This newest study examines an increasingly common
management situation—the buying
selling of a busi
ness. Few transactions are more important or complex
than
kind, yet they are clearly within
capabilities
of
professional accountant.
The study clearly describes various steps and anal
yses which the accountant should consider in order to
advise management with respect to evaluating the finan
cial consequences of a proposed sale or purchase . . .
determining a reasonable price range . . . negotiating
from a position of strength . . . and seeing the transaction
through to a successful conclusion.

EARLIER STUDIES IN THE SERIES
AICPA members

No. I: Cost Analysis for Product Line Decisions

may order

material at a

special 20 percent

No.

Cost Analysis for Pricing and Distribution Policies

No.

Analysis for Expansion or Contraction of a Business

discount.

EACH STUDY:
$3.00

POST BINDER:
$3.50

No. 4: Analysis for Purchasing and Financing Productive Equipment

AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

666 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019
Please add 5 percent sales tax in New York City. Elsewhere in New

York State, add 2 percent state tax plus local tax if applicable.
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Harry’s a pickpocket
but no one cares except his wife.
Sweet, lovable, thieving old Harry.
He spent 42 years on the job. Earned a reputation for
being as honest as the day is long. And a pension for
life.
That’s when Harry started his life of crime. When his
pension checks didn’t come on time,
started snitch
ing pocket money from his wife’s purse.
The bank that sends Harry’s pension checks finally
made Harry an honest man again. They sent for Stand
ard Register. And now their paperwork system is as
dependable as the gold watch Harry got when he retired.
You see, we specialize in designing business forms
and systems that work.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol5/iss3/9

For more than 50 years, we’ve trained our men to
know all about systems, forms and processing equip
ment. The training never ends. So they’re always up
to date.
If you have a paperwork problem, we probably have
the answer. Whether you're in banking or building.
Whether you’re big, small or somewhere in between.
For help, just write The Standard Register Company,
Dayton, Ohio 45401. And we’ll help you keep an out
dated system from picking your pockets. Honest.

The Standard Register Company
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